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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

i Jottings from -

Jo's
Notebook

TWO SECTIONS

Governor Nunn
To Fill Posts
After Election

Failure to have a drive is certainly not the
fault of any of the local, hard-working leaders.
It's been one of those situations where time
just passed by at the time for the drive and
perhaps because there hasn't been enough
push at the top of the leadership to make plans
for fund-raising.
But all that's changed now. There is some
very vital leadership in the Four Rivers Council now. Molly Parks and Mary Caudill are
leaving no stone unturned to keep the Girl
Scout program moving right along in the entire council area.

You know, sometimes it isn't worth waking up in the morning. This week it simply
wasn't worth looking at the clock Monday
morniqg. I had such a wonderful, relaxing,
fun-time in Louisville and Frankfort last week
that I felt like tackling any challenge that came
along when I got home.
I didn't expect them all to pile up in just
ten short days, but they did, and how.
I found out that it's a lost cause to wait until very early on Wednesday to write my column.
Stories of greater importance than this
small talk that usually appears here take precedence over the items I have scribbled in my
Notebook during the week.
So I must shorten said missal for now!
And as I look at all the space I've used to
say nothing I just wonder why I ever bothered.
But that's Life, or any other fifty cents
magazine.

Dr. Pickering

Paul Pickering, Noted Surgeon,
Moves To High Medical Position
At the 38th annual meeting of
the American Society of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgeons,
Inc., Dr. Paul P. Pickering
of San Diego and La Jolla was
elevated to the office of President. Dr. Pickering had served
previous terms as General secretary and Vice-President.
The
Organization is the
world's largest plastic surgery
society with members from the
United States, Canada and 2'7
foreign countries.
Dr. Pickering is a graduate
of Fulton High School and is the
nephew of Fulton residents. Roy
Pickering, Mrs. Bess DeZonia,
Mrs. Ben Evans and the late
Mrs. Mary Eldred.
Dr. Pickering was born in
Fulton on December 29, 1911.
He is married to the former
Dorothy Sutton Brown of Water
Valley, Miss., and they have
three children, Brown, 25,
Paul III, 23, and Priscilla, 18.
He attended the University
of Kentucky, Arts 8/ Science
School, 1930-31; received his

D.D.S. from the University of
Tennessee, College Dentistry in
1943; his B.S. in Biological
Science in 1938, his M.S. in
Physiology in 1939, and his
M.D., Rush Medical College,
in 1941, all three from the
University of Chicago.
His internships and resident
training were received from
Cincinnati General Hospital,
Maxill-Facial, where he was
intern and resident 1934-1936;
the
University
of Chicago
Clinics,
Zoller
Memorial,
1936-39; U. S. Naval Hospital,
where he interned in 1941; an
Instructional Course at Mayo
Foundation in 1943, and his
preceptorship from Drs. H.L.
K. Kirkham and James T. Mills
1942-46.
He served with the U.S. Navy
Medlopl Corps from 1941 to
1946 knd
received
a commendation citation with ribbon
for Pacific Action.
He specialized in plastic surgery and was certified by the
American Board of Plastic Surgery in 1951.
He is associate clinical professor of surgery at the University of California at San Diego,
and is on the teaching staff at
Mercy Hospital, San Diego;
senior staff, Sharp Memorial
Service Day for Veterans will
Hospital, San Diego; teaching
be on November 1, from 9 a.m. staff at Scripps Memorial Hoslo 3 p.m. in the court room of pital, La Jolla, Guadalupe Clinic
the City Hall in Fulton.
and Mercy Clinic.
National service officers of
American Vetthe Disabled
He is an American College
erans
from Louisville, Jim of
Surgeons Fellow; InterHoward, Ralph Swamburger,
national College of Surgeons
Don Samuels and Fred Rad- Fellow; Board
Member, Ameriford will service any claims can Board of
Plastic Surgeons;
of veterans or dependents. President-elect of the
AmeriHarold Shultz,state commander can Society of Plastic and
Reof the Disabled American Vet- constructive Surgeons,
Inc.;
erans, will also be present. 1961 President
of the California
All veterans, including those Society of Plastic Surgeons;
the
American
In Fulton County and in South member of
Fulton, are invited to attend Society of Maxillo-Facial Sur.
this seminar.
(Continuedon Page Six)

DAV Officers To
Assisi Members

With the endorsement by many of Fulton's
civic, business and fraternal groups the Fulton
So what. Maybe next week I'll be a little
Independent School District's proposed $850,more organized. Sure!
000.00 bond issue for a new school building appeared to be headed for passage at the polls next
Tuesday, October 21.
While a group of individual citizens are
Nunn Announces
seeking 'defeat qf the issue in a paid advertiseRd Al Crutchfield ment in this week's News, there appears to be
little organized opposition to the proposal.
Louis Nunn anGovernor
The bond issue has been unanimously ennounced the addition of a road
improvement project to Fulton dorsed by the board of directors of the Chamber
George E. Burnette, an agent
County's 1969-70 Rural Seconwith Connecticut Mutual Life
of Commerce, the Rotary Club, the Woman's
dary Program.
Insurance Company, has been
Club, the Lion's Club, the Young Men's Business
A one-mile section
of
the
awarded the distinctive CharMt. Carmel-Crutchfield Reati,Club, the American Legion
Auxiliary, the Juntered Life Underwriter(C.1,11.)
National Con- will be surfaced, Comm. Eu- ior Chamber of Commerce, the Business and Prodesignation.
gene
Goss
said.
Exercises of the
jerment
Projects on the Rural Secon- fessional Women's Club, the West Fulton P-TA,
American College of Life
dary Program are financed by the Terry-Norman P-TA
and the Twin City Deheld in
Underwriters were
two cents of the seven-centWashington, D. C., on Sepvelopment Committee.
per-gallon motor fuel tax

George Burnette
Achieves C.L.U.
For Insurance

Banana Meet!
Members of the Banana Festival Executive Board and committee chairmen will hold a
Dutch treat luncheon at Holiday Inn today, Thursday, at
11:30 a.m. All members are
urged to attend.
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"Governor Louie Nunn
will fill the municipal posts
in Fulton and Hickman with
individuals who share the
Spirit of progress of the two
communities," Larry Van
Hoose, the governor's press
secretary told the Fulton
News on Wednesday.
Stating that the Governor
had made a recent visit to
this area, and that he has a
special admiration for the
enthusiasm and development
goals of both communities
Van Hoose said:
"Of course the Governor
will discuss the matter with
local officials and business
leaders, but you can rest assured that he will make the
decision with what he considers the needs of the community in mind."
"Governor Nunn is well
aware of the vital and progressive goals both communities have set for themselves," the press secretary
said, "and he will be guided
by the high regards he has
for both Fulton and Hickman," Van Noose said.
The appointments will be
made after the election
when the outcome
Is
that vacancies occur.

J. D. Hales, Joe Sanders and Fred Jolley
were ruled ineligible as candidates for the post of
City Commissioner of the City of Fulton. At the
same time J. T."Pee-Wee" Nanney was ruled ineligible as a candidate for the post of City Judge
in the municipal election to be held on November
4.
The ineligibility stems from a ruling of the
Kentucky Court Of Appeals which affirms the
decision of Circuit Court Wood Tipton that
write-in votes are unconstitutional under the City
Manager form of government in cities of the
fourth class.
Judge Tipton's ruling was appealed to the
higher Court by Attorneys for J. D. Hales and
others, who filed the suit. Hales was represented
by Paul Durbin and Hunter Whitesell, local attorneys.
The suit was filed as a result of a confusion
resulting from the number of names to be secured on the qualifying petition required of candidates for municipal offices. The law stipulates
that 50 names are required. The ineligible candidates secured only 20 names on the advice allegedly furnished them by County Court Clerk
Dee Langford.
According to an interruption
of the statutes by attorneys,
Governor Nunn will make the
appointment to fill the vacant
post after the election.
Qualifying for the City of
Fulton posts are: W. L. Holland
and Nelson Tripp for Mayor;
Robert
Bennett,
Charles
Charles Gregory and Bobby
Craven for City Commissioners

and Gilbert DeMyer and Don
Hill for City Judge.
The City of Hickman finds
itself in an even more confusing situation than does Fulton. Only one candidate, Brodie
Creed qualified as a candidate
for City Commissioner.
The office of Mayor, that of
three city commissioners and
that of city judge will be filled

by appointment of the Governor
after the election.
The opinion from the Court
of Appeals, written by Justice
John Palmore follows in its
verbatim form:
Opinion of the Court by Judge
Pal more
AFFIRMING
The question in this case is
whether a statutory provision
to the effect that no person may
be elected as mayor, police
judge or commissioner of a
city operating under the city
manager form of government
unless he has been nominated
in the primary election provided for such cities is constitutionally valid. We concur
in the trial court's judgment
that it is.
Fulton is a city of the fourth
class operating under the city
manager form of government,
KRS 89.390 et seq. Pursuant
to KRS 89.440 candidates for
mayor, police judge and city
commissioner must be nominated by a petition signed by
50 or more voters and filed
with the county court clerk at
least 45 days before the day of
the primary election, which is
fixed as the seventh Saturday
prior to the day of the regular
November election. The primary election eliminates all
but two candidates for each
office to be filled, and only
these survivors are permitted
to be named on the ballots or
voted for in
the November
election.
KRS Chapter
118 pertains
to the
conduct
of regulgr
continued on page 8

Girl Scout Fund Drive Planned
South Fulton Contributes $500
With a greatly increased contribution from
the Obion County United Fund drive as a starter,
funds will be solicited from October 27 through
November 1 for the Girl Scout program in Fulton.
Through the efforts of Floyd Martin and
Mike Blake, co-chairmen of the Obion County
United Fund Drive in the South Fulton area, the
annual contribution to the twin city Girl Scout
program was increased to $500. In past years it
has been half that much, or less.
Oddly enough, the Obion County United
Fund contribution has been the only local financial support given to the overall Girl Scout program in Fulton for several years. However, the
program has continued without interruption or
curtailment of the planned activities.
Rev. George Comes, pastor
of the First United Methodist to carefully zone tne city for
church, will be chairman of specific areas of solicitations
will name captains and
the down-town business dis-i and
trict solicitation. Working with leaders for the house-to-house
him will be Bill Fossett, George canvass. Her co-workers will
Brock, Joe Sanders, Frank be announced later.
Welch and Parks Wealcs. ,
A residential solicitation and
At the same time Mrs. Ron other fund raising activities
Laird accepted the chairman- will be announced later this
ship of the residential solici- week.
tation committee, MTS. Laird,
"Girl Scouting in the Fulton
a popular young matron in the area is equally as active as
twin cities, has become an es- Boy Scouting," a long-time
pert in fund-raising. She plans scout leader said today. The

program is filled with activities TO HOLD - WORLDS TOEXfor Brownie Scouts, Girl Scouts PLORE."
and then the older groups called
Will you make a promise to
Cadettes.
help them serve
Volunteer workers, under the
who declare that
Critics
leadership of Rev. Comes and
(Continued on page three)
others, will seek $2552 to continue and expand Scout activities
for girls from seven to seventeen years old in this area.
"I have accepted chairmanship of this campaign activity
with pride," Rev. Comes said,
"because I know that the program offered to the Girl Scouts
in our town will help them to
become better citizens at home,
The monthly meeting of the
in their community and in the Fulton-Obion Counties Clothes
world." Rev. Comes went on to Bank was held at the Chamber
explain that the funds con- of Commerce, Tuesday October
tributed to this campaign will 14, at 9:30.
be used to bring better scoutThe board wishes tothank the
ing to more girls. The launch- churches, organizations and ining of the up-dated program dividuals, for their gifts of
for the Girl Scouts of the sixties money and clothing. The Fulrequires additional training for ton Sewing Center gave material
all Girl Scout volunteers in this past month, from which
our council.
children's pants, shirts and
"Through Girl Scouting," dresses have been made. Mrs.
Rev. Comes affirmed, "our Wiley, Clothes Bank director,
girls can enjoy wholesome rec- stated in her report, that with
make new friends, the opening of school,the supply
reation,
learn practical skills, and de- of children's clothes is very
velop health attitudes that will low, especially boy's clothes.
help determine the direction
From January through Septheir lives will take." The tember, 885 children and 108
theme of the finance campaign adults, have received 21,034
for our GirlScouts is"VALUES articles.

Clothes Bank
In Thanks For
Good Response

Bond Issue Appears Headed For Victory Next Week

Used to be I'd say, "that's Life, or any
other ten cent magazine."

tember 26th.
The C.L.U. designation is
granted to persons engaged in
the life insurance field who pass
a series of professional examinations and meet the stringent
experience and ethical requirements of the College. ,
(Continued on page eight)

slog 100"

Court Rules Against Candidates
Failing To Have Eligible Petitions

Except for the contributions made to the
overall program by the Obion County United
Fund, no organized drive has been held to finance the activities designed by the Four
Rivers Council.

Of course, any drive that starts off with a
$500 contribution, like the one made this year
by the Obion County United Fund drive, has a
right good incentive.
This gent Floyd Martin, and his co-worker
Mike Blake really answered the call of distress
by upping the South Fulton contribution to almost twice of what it has been in previous
years.
Bless 'em and may the Girl Scouts love
'em forever.

swore,

.tes061"t1".
lcitF
it
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I was a little more than shocked to learn
recently that there has not been a Girl Scout
drive in Fulton for the past several years. The
surprise was even greater because this isn't
quite compatible with the usual response given
to any and all fund-raising drives ever held
here.

In addition to that, the gals were fortunate enough to get a gentleman like former
Congressman Noble Gregory, to spearhead the
Council's fund-raising this year. Being a little
bit familiar with Noble's modus operandi you
can better believe that every county in the
area is moving right along with it's fund-raising this year.
In Fulton the parents of many of the Girl
Scouts are raring to go to make up for lost
years. You will notice in this week's story that
the people heading up the various solicitation
areas will bring about that $2552 goal or bust.
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re. News has won awards for
excellence every year it has been
submitted In Judging; contests.

While many similar issues
have met with little success
In recent ,elections in other
communities, Fulton's dedication to its local system and
it
the strides
has
made
academically and
administratively, is even more apparent

In this proposal than in many
of the others.
Today Nelson Tripp, a candidate for Mayor urged Fultontans to vote "Yes," for the
bond issue. In making the statement, which appears in an advertisement in today's News

Mr. Tripp said:
"Perhaps I may lose a little
support in my race (for Mayor)
by endorsing the issue, but I
feel it is much more important
to the future of Fulton to have
adequate and modern school
facilities than it is for me to
consider p, • olitical aspects
of the matter
Gene Hatfield, Chairman of
the Fulton Board of Education,
called the proposed new high
school a "dream of a long
time," and "something that
must be built if we are to continue to have our own high
school in Fulton."
Hatfield pointed out that the
present building must undergo
renovation
to be
expensive
adaptable to current teaching
standards, and because it is
structurally impossible to alter
the rooms and
walls, it is
questionable whether the school
would conform to accreditation
standards even after such work
were attempted.
The alternative to continued
attempted renovation of the 47year-old-school Is a modern
new one, Hatfield pointed out,
containing all of the up-to-

date innovations of modern
classroom techniques.
The building would be located
on Stephen Beale Drive in Highlands, on a site across the
street from the Ferry-Morse
plant, on property presently
owned by Charles Fields and
Charles Reams,and comprising
approximately 15 acres, This
property is presently under
option and the site has been
approved by the State Department of Education.
Approval of the new building
program will be asked of voters
in a special election on next
Tuesday. Voters will be asked
to approve an additional 30Cper $100 tax to support the program, which would be added
to the present school tax of
65.5C, making a total of 95.5.
The voters can approve the program by a simple majority.
Bonds would be issued for approximately 25 years,
and
should sell for 7% or less,
the assemblage was told.
Supt. Charles Thanes stated
that under current programs
now provided by the State,some
$24,000 annually received here
in the form of capital outlay

funds would also be applied
against retiring the bonds, and
that during the next 25 years
(under
current
schedules)
these State-supplied funds will
retire nearly $300,000 of the
indebtedness.
The new building has been
designed to accommodate 300
students, with provision made
for additional rooms if they are
ever needed. There are presently 210 in high school here.
If the bond issue is approved,
classes will begin in the new
building in the fall of 1971.
When questioned about possible opposition to the bond issue
former Supt. Laurence Holland
commented that "the people
of Fulton have always been good
to our schools when they needed help," pointing out that three
previous general-purpose bond
issues here passed with majorities from 72% to 96%.
Endorsement of the school
system, he pointed out, undoubtedly comes from the fact
that it ranks No. 2 in the State
in graduates attending college,
and No. 1 in graduates finishing
college. "This new building is
the thing I have dreamed of for

a long time," he added.
Principal Bobby Snider pointed out that the present building
simply cannot be adapted to modern teaching methods.
The new building includes an
art department with classroom;
a business education section
with movable wall partitione;
centrally-located gym seating
2,000 with removable stage area
that links it to a centrallylocated
"commons"
area..
adjacent to it; cafeteria with'
dining in the "commons;" 6
regular classrooms; a home
economics
section; an industrial arts shop area of 2400
square feet; language laboratory
with
30 individual
student listening
bouths; a
spacious library located just
off the central "commons"
area; O music department
section, and science rooms and
laboratories. The building contains 44,000 square feet of space
and will be air-conditioned except for the gym and shop.

Help Fulton Grow
Vote Bond Issue

ELI 1CLIALff
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPPIELING
Editors and Publishers

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Hales And Sanders Express Views On City
Affairs, But Alas They Are Not Candidates
As a newstory on the front page
of this story indicates, Joe Sanders,
J. D. Hales and Fred Jolley are not
eligible to be candidates in the November 4 general election as City
Commissioners.
However, Mr. Sanders and Mr.
Hales have submitted their answers
to questions posed to them by the
Fulton News on certain policies of
municipal government had they
been candidates, and perhaps elected
Commissioners.
The News regrets more than
we can say their ineligibility for
public office in this election. Both
men have indicated by their answers
that they possess a philosophy of
city government that is so vital to
the progress of the City of Fulton.
We don't mind telling you that
both Sanders and Hales are our kind
of forthright individuals who do not
equivocate in their beliefs, nor do
they appear afraid to step on the toes
of the greatly expanding "Establishment," that seems to be taking hold
of certain areas of our governmental affairs.
Well, anyway here are the
views expressed by Messrs. Sanders
and Hales, in which we most heartily concur.
Question: Are you in favor of
confirming the City Manager form
of government?
Hales
Yes. A business of the magnitude of this city demands the full attention and scrutiny of one who has
no other business interests and who
is specifically trained, either academically or through experience, in
the field of city government.
Sanders
Yes. The City needs the advice
of experience, and the same as in
any business, one who can devote
his full time.
Question: Do you think that
Fulton can operate efficiently with
a council-Mayor form if the City
Manager form of government is voted out?
Halos
No. It would by necessity be
forced to operate so if, as you state,
the City Manager form were voted
out by the people, but the degree of
efficiency would be vitally affected
and it would be a step backward for
our community.
Sanders
No. The City can be operated
under a council-Mayor form of government but not efficiently. City
management is a full time job and
should be treated as such.
Question: Are you in favor of
the payroll tax?
Hales
I am in favor of necessary taxes
which are required to efficiently
operate the city and adequately pay
its employees and officials, but I am
opposed to the present payroll tax in
the manner in which it was written
because it contains provisions and
inequities which are highly discriminatory and unfair to a large segment of our populace
Sanders
I am in favor of a payroll tax if
the money is needed to efficiently
operate the City. I am not in favor
of the payroll tax as it now stands.
There are too many fallacies in the
present payroll tax and a thorough
study should be made in fairness to
-all concerned.
Question: What do you think of
the city budgeting a reasonable sum
each year to look for industry by the
city and not the Chamber of Commerce?
Hales
I think the city should be vitally interested in the promotion of the
welfare of the community and one
way is by providing new job oppor-

tunities through the procurement
of new industry. If funds are needed
for this, and they are available, I
would agree to that use.
Sanders
It is hard for me to conceive the
difference between the "City" and
the "Chamber of Commerce" when
it comes to seeking industry. It definitely should be a joint effort with
allocated funds from each source.
Question: How do you feel
about allocating funds and technical assistance to try to get the LatinAmerican Friendship Center?
Halts
I do not feel that the LatinAmerican Friendship Center is a
"folly" as some have said. I see great
potential for our city if such a
dream could come true. We cannot
forsake the more vital needs, but
again if funds are available, I would
support assistance to bring this program to its fruition.
Sanders
I am in favor of and will support the Latin-American Friendship
Center in every way I possibly can.
Technical assistance should be furnished if that assistance is available.
I am in favor of allocating funds
PROVIDING funds are available
after consideration of City operating
expenses.
Question: Do you have any
plans to build a new city hall?
Hales
I have no plans. I feel we need
a new city hall, but this is only one
of many things we need.
Sanders
I have no "plans" as such, but
the City is in dire need of a new City
Hall and I certainly am in favor
pushing the issue to its fullest extent.
Question: If so, where would
the money come from?
Hales
No plans.
Sanders
A giant step has already been
taken through Urban Renewal. This
should be pursued with a never ending effort and at its conclusion it
would be necessary for the City to
make up the difference between the
cost of a new City Hall and the funds
furnished through Urban Renewal.
In the event the Urban Renewal
plans are not favorable to the City,
pursuit toward other Federal Agencies should start immediately.
Question: Would you undertake
to paint the exterior of the City Hall,
at once or just let it go until a new
City Hall can be secured?
Hales
This would depend upon how
distant the future was which would
bring about a new City Hall. If a
new City Hall is just not possible for
many years, I would favor reasonable maintenance of existing facilities in preference to utter neglect.
Sanders
No. Money spent on the present
building would be wasted and would
go a long way on the construction of
a new building.
Question: How do you feel about
having periodic open forums so people can express their views and
complaints rather than have them
appear at the formal citly commission meeting?
Hales
I favor them highly. One of the
weaknesses of our past city governments has often been a lack of communication with the people. I am
not sure there are not also other
methods of communication which
would be equally as effective how,
ever as open forums.

Sanders
I am very much in favor of open
forums, providing they are conducted in such a manner that it does not
become an argumentative situation.
The public should have the right to
voice their opinion in any form of
government.
Question: How do you feel
about members of the City Commission and appointees to various municipal boards doing business with
the City, in conflict of interest?
(This includes the Fulton Electric
System.)
Hales
I oppose the violation of any
law. There are laws which prohibit
such officials doing business with
the city in conflict of interest, and
were I in the position of having to
face such a situation, I would not
hesitate to halt it.
Sanders
I believe there is a State Law to
This effect and we should comply
with our Laws.
Question: Do you feel that pro-perty assessments are equalized
among all citizens?
Hales
No. I do not believe that any
particular segment of our society
has been necessarily discriminated
against; however, I believe, with
what knowledge I have, that the assessments are not based on a sound
system of appraisal which would be
fair to all. I would like to see a professional evaluation of all property
based on today's values.
Sanders
No. I feel that property assessments are not equal.
Question: If your answer is
"no" do you plan to do anything
about it?
Hales
Yes. I would urge a study with
the idea of making changes which
were found necessary and which
could be kept within our capabilities.
Sanders
I think it should be thoroughly
studied and evaluated according to
the findings.
Question: Do you feel that our
police force is too large?
Hales
I do not feel that our Police
Force is too large.
Sanders
No.
-Question:Do you think we need
an assistant chief of police?
Hales
I think we need a definite chain
of command in order that the proper
police protection can be available
under all circumstances. I am leery
of "bureaucratic overload" however, and appointment of too many
offices and titles tends to create such
a condition.

Sanders
No, not at the present time. If
the need arises it should be then
considered.
Question: Do you think it is discriminatory to have some city employees hold part-time jobs while
prohibiting others from earning
money other than that of their city
salaries.
Hales
Yes. I would like to see all city
employees paid respectable salaries
so that part time jobs would not be
necessary, and in those cases where
the pay was adequate, I would oppose employees holding other jobs,
especially within the structure of
the city government.
Sanders
Yes.
Question: Do you plan to allocate any money for promotional expenses to advertise the City?
Hales
This is almost a duplicate of
question number 4. I am in favor of
the city doing what is necessary or
reasonable for the best interests of
all its people. If this takes money,
and the money is available, I would
agree to such allocation.
Sanders
"Advertising the City", as stated above, should be a joint effort
with the Chamber of Commerce.

Letters of Interest
Mrs. Evelyn D. Dixon
International Banana Festival
P.O. Box 428
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Dear Mrs. Dixon:
On behalf ofthe members of the
Louisville Tour of the Mgriti.
Club, I wish to express (resit
appreciation for your efforts tp.1
pended in accomplishing the:lel.
tails that made our itinerary
move smoothly for visiting tlr
.
Banana Festival.
We are especially grateful:PEP'
the courtesy and graciousne
Mr. Paul Nsumey, for his !Mir"
of hosting Our group while 3E::
,
.
Fulton. This personal touch ttiltr:'
.
'
our group the feeling of welcome
and the desire to return to Ma:"'
ton on a future date.
Sincerely yours,
Edna Southari, Manager
Greyhound Travel Bureau
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
Dear Jo:

.6* ati

Many thanks for the kind wosda.„
It is always good to receive
favorable comments, especially
so when they come from friends
like you.
I am glad to know your feelings
regarding the format of our news
releases. I have passed your
suggestions on to our news department.
It was nice to hear from
you, Jo. Nancy and I send you
our best wishes.
Yours very truly,

Question: Do you think City
supplies should be bought locally,
rather than to purchase them from
mail order houses?
Hales
I think all goods that can be
bought locally and still serve the
best interests of the city should be
bought locally. There are times
when this condition does not exist,
then I would be also agreeable to going outside of the city for procurement of goods.
Sanders
City supplies should be purchased locally providing the prices
and quality are in line with other
suppliers.
Question: Is it your Plan to di)
,all city business before the commission meeting then let the press and
public know just what you want
them to know?
Hales
It is not my plan to do any business prior to the regular meeting
other than the necessary pre-planning. Certain preparations are necessary prior to the meeting, of
course, but in the sense in which I
take this question, my plan would
be for the Commission to act on all
official business of the city in a duly
called meeting of the Commission
meeting together.
Sanders
No. The meetings should be
open to all concerned.
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Marlow W. Cook
U.S. Senator
Partners of The Alliance
Washington D. C.
Dear Jo:
Many thanks for your recent
letter and copy of the newspaper.
Dr. Pirkey will be in the office at the end of the month,
and I will plan to discuss your
ideas about next year's Festival
with him then. Of course, the
decision will be up to him and
Mr. Huff, as Vice-President for
your region, but I will certainly
put is my own plug for a meeting in Fulton next year.
of
I have enclosed a copy
out most recent Latin American
Directory, which includes the.
names and addresses of the:
people you asked about. If-yoeb
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Saludos,
Karen A. Withka
Program Assistant
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Fulton Theatre. Mr. Welch began his duties here
this week. He is a native of Jackson, Tenn., and I
comes to Fulton from Metropolis, Ill.

October 14, 1969
Miss Linda Sue Sams, attractive daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams, was judged Miss Hickman County Farm Bureau of 1949 at the close of
Fulgham's Annual Community Day, held last Friday. Miss Sams, a stately brunette, was the choice
of the four judges, who selected her, .not only for
her beauty and queenly poise, but for her scholastic
ability as well. She was crowned by last year's
queen.
"If the plans of Fulton's City Council materialize, and all indications are that they will, it is not
overly optimistic to say that the city will have a
franchise to sell natural gas by middle 1950," Ward
Johnson, a member of the city's natural gas committee said Thursday. A committee from the City
Council conferred with W. T. Stephenson, president of the Texas Gas Transmission Company,
about the matter last Monday.
Chas. E. Wright, chairman, Fulton County
ACS, has announced that the county office has
just received a new Steinlite Grain Moisture Tester, to be used in the CCC Loan Program and for
any farmers who may desire to have any kind of
grain tested. There is no charge for this service.
William L. Welch, an employee of the Malco
Theatre organization for the past eleven years, has
.arrived in Fulton to assume the managership of the

Mrs. Stanley Jones entertained the Thursday t.
night bridge club at her home on Walnut Street. 1:
Mrs. Thomas Mahan was high scorer, Mrs. Morgan t
Omar, second, and Mrs. Fred Homra low. The hostess served a lovely salad'plate at the close of the
games. Members playing were Mrs. Mahan, Mrs.
Omar, Mrs. HOmra, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr., Mrs.
Vyron Mitchell, Mrs. Clyde Hill, Mrs. Joe Trees,.
Misses Andy DeMyer, Ann Godfrey and Mary '
Homra.
Mrs. A. B. Roberts was gracious hostess to a
lovely dessert bridge, complimenting the members
of her bridge club and one guest, Mrs. Charles Andrews, Thursday afternoon at her home on Jackson Street. Mrs. Don Hill was high scorer. The
hostess served cold drinks during the games. Members playing were Mesdames Hill, Mel Simons,
Rupert Stilley, C. L. Maddox, B. 0. Copeland, N.
T. Morse and Robert Graham.
As the barometer reaches the quarter way
mark in the goal to secure members for the Community Concert Serics, Mrs. Ward Bushart, campaign chairman, reminds interested citizens again
that there will be no admissions sold to the concerts
after the drive closes on Saturday. Meanwhile, the
campaign progresses nicely. With a goal of 1,000
members as the object, officers feel confident that
Fultonians will not fail to rally to the cause of good_
music for the city.
Water Valley: The American Legion Auxiliary
of Camp Beaureagard Post No. 285 enjoyed a barbecue Saturday night at the Legion Hall. About one
hundred were present.
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Purchase Homemakers To Meet,
Here; Dr. Struck Is Speaker
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hase Area Homemakers Di ict Meeting, which
will be in F lton, October 30,
at tn. First Methodist Church,
Carr Street, will have as their
gullet speaker Dr. _R. F. Struck.
br:itruck, who recently Wined
the faculty of Pikeville College,
comes from Hanover College,
Hanover, Indiana. He served as
Professor of Physical Education and Director of Athletics
there since 1946. He received
his AB degree from DePauw
University, his MS degree and
D.PE degree from Indiana University and began teaching in
1926-2'7 at Hall Township High
School, Spring Valley, Illinois,
where he taught Chemistry and
General Science, coached football, basketball and track. From
1927 to 1937, he taught health
education, physical education
and coached various activities.
From there he went to
Mishawaka, Indiana High School
during 1937-42.
Beginning in 1942 until 1945,
he served as Chief Athletic
Specialist, United States Navy.
In 1945 he came back to
Mishawaka High School until
1946, at which time he went
to Hanover College.
Dr.. Struck is a member of

for
American
Association
Health, Physical Educatior and
Recreation, Indiana Intercollegiate Coaches Association;
Indiana
Public Health Association, Phi Delta Kappa, Phi
Epsilon Kappa and has been
listed in "Who's Who in American Education."
He is very active in religious
and community affairs as a
member of Board of Directors,
County,
Indiana
Jefferson
Chapter, American Red Cross;
Executive Committee, Jefferson, Indiana Chapter, American
Cancer Society; Board of Directors and General Council or
the Synod of Indiana of the
United Presbyterian Church,
USA. He has served as ViceiModerator of the Synod of Indiana of the United Presbyterian Church, USA, and also Moderator of the Presbytery of New
Albany of the Synod of Indiana,
United Presbyterian Church,
USA. Dr. Struck is married,and
his wife, Loma, will accompany
him to Pikeville.
Homemakers who heard him
speak in Lexington last spring
for the State Meeting of Homemakers Clubs attest to the fact
that he is a powerful and persuasive speaker.
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Miss 'Witherspoon

Anita Sue Witherspoon To Wed
Charley Rodgers In December

BY LUCY DANIEL

SPLENDOUR FROM
THE
SEA, by W. Phillip Keller.
"There are few areas of coastline, of comparable length, anywhere on earth, which have
Aiken as great a toll of men
,
ships as has this violent
strand--the graveyard of the
Pacific." Thus the author describes this rugged stretch of
Casadisn coastline out of which
Ms thrilling story evolves;and
the setting is no more dramatic,
dynamic and descriptive than
the, lseguage he utilizes to describe it.
UNKNOWN BUT KNOWN, by
Arthur Ford. Arthur Ford has
beemballed as"America's most
fames living medium." He is
also an accomplished psychic
researcher and pioneer thinker,
and • here states his mature
plifiepophy, discussing significant case histories which include those from his own medluraship. He traces the history
ot•psychic phenomena and considers their relationship to
and religion. He
science
believes firmly in the psychic
potential in every human being.
, DUET, by Elisabeth Kyle.
Tbetlaughter of Leipzia's bestknown music master, pianist
OW* Wieck was already an
infant prodigy when the great
composer, Robert Schumann,
began to study music with her

Mrs. James H. Witherspoon of Water Valfather. For several years he ley, Kentucky, is today announcing the enwas a welcome and frequent gagement and forthcoming marriage of her
guest in the Wieck household,
but his visits ended abruptly daughter, Anita Sue, to Charley D. Rodgers,
when he proposed marriage to son of Mrs. Mary Cunningham of Obion, TenClara--Herr Meek had no in- nessee, and Robert Rodgers of Chicago Illinois.
tention of letting marraige spoil
Miss Witherspoon attended Wingo High
his selfish plans for his
daughter's career.
School and graduated from South Fulton High
THE PRIDE
AND THE
School. She is presently employed at the Home
ANGUISH, by Douglas!Zeeman.
This is a superb novel of the and Curtain Shop at Water Valley.
sea in which the epic theme-Mr. Rodgers is a graduate of Obion Cenof Signapore—is
the
fall
School at Troy, Tennessee, and retral
High
matched
by adventure-narnative of the highest caliber. cently returned from a year's tour of duty
In November, 1941, Lieutenant with the U. S. Army in Vietnam. He is emRalph Trewin arrives at SingaGoodyear Plant at Union City,
pore as second-in-command of ployed at the
gunboat Tennessee.
the shallow-draft
H.M.S. Porcupine. To Trewin,
A December 20th wedding is planned in
still shocked from wounds reMethodist Church, with a received during the evacuation of the Water Valley
Crete, the gunboat and her five ception at the bride's home immediately folelderly consorts seem to smy- lowing.
bollze the ignorance and blind
All friends and relatives are invited.
optimism be finds in Singapore.
TAKE A PAIR OF PRIVATE
EYES, by J. T. McIntosh. Such
Candy Sale
Come Back Again!
a "swinging" young couple in
The Fulton Jaycees will have
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin BerLondon,
and
mod-hippie
Candy
Halloween
annual
their
rong have been guests of Mr.
obviously devoted to each other!
23, 1969 from and Mrs. Marshall Vaughn in
Ambrose and Dominique Frayne Sale October
Fulton
p.m.
7.30
p.m.
to
5:30
Water Valley and of Mr. and
were also—not so obviously-the Jay - Mrs. Paul Holland and other
devoted to stealing things. The will be canvassed by
be relatives in Fulton for the past
Fraynes' "bag" was Recovery cees, and algo there will
down- two weeks. They were enroute
Enterprises, an organiztice a Jaycee on the bandstand
SOAK AND SCRUB PEWTER
price from Detroit to Florida, where
specializing in stealing stolen town to sell candy. The
TO RESTORE SHINE—Modern
bag.
will be 21.00 per
they will make their home. pewter pieced need only a gentle
property from crooks.,
cleansing with soap or detergent
suds, a good rinsing, and a
soft rubbing with an old cloth.
No special metal polish is needed.
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are many aspects of the world
that are stinking and I applaud
the kids who refuse to settle
for shoddy standards and phony
values. But please don't burn
anything down tmtil you've got
something to put in its place.
There are others in this world the self discipline nor the perbesides you and you don't own sonal integrity to keep his word,
it yet.
so now you've both lost out.
Put the blame where it belongs.
Dear Ann Landers:
Two On your husband.
months ago my mother offered
to buy my husband and me a
Dear Ann Landers.
Our
car when we graduate from daughter is 18 and pregnant.
college in February IF we both Gloria is crazy about the boy
agreed to quit smoking, We but he denies he is the father
were delighted with the offer and and refuses to marry her. He
accepted it.
has even gone so far as to say
Three weeks ago my husband he will prove in court, if necesstarted to smoke again. I be- sary, that three of his friends
came absolutely furious. I con- had sex with her. We've begged
sidered it a personal affront Gloria to put the child up for
that he did not keep his word adoption but she insists she
since we both wanted the car wants to raise it. She Is imso badly.
mature and has no sense of
My husband and his family responsibility. I'm sure she
Insist that my mother had no wants to keep the child because
business pitting us against one she believes It will help her get
smother, Furthermore they say the boy back. I have two childshe was wrong to dangle the ren under 12 years of age and
gift in trent of us. What is your Pm in poor health. I cannot
opinion?--Gift Horse
take on a new baby. I'm sure
Gloria would put the work on
Dear Gift: Your mother made me because this is the way
a generous offer—one which she has always done. How can
might have added years to your we make her listen?---F.L.P.
lives, you both accepted it. Your
Dear Also: I agree there heidgmt a,pparently had neither
Dear F.L.P.: Legally your

Dear Ann Landers: I hope
it isn't too late to respond to that
old broad in Minneapolis who
was disgusted with the world
according to her,
because,
peqple would rather sit around
and collect welfare than work,
The stock phrase hurled at
folks on welfare is, "Get off
your can and get a job." The
answer to that one is simple:
Who is going to hire a boozer
with a lousy work record, or
a kid who has been in trouble
with the law, Then there's the
who has six little
woman
children and a missing busband---who could she leave the
kids with, even if she had some
decent skills, which she probably hasn't. I'm not even mentioning the aged or the sick.
The creeps who scream the
loudest about welfare are the
ones who try to convince themselves that poverty doesn't exist
by moving to a better part of
town so they don't see it. By
you may have guessed,
now
I'm a teen-ager who Is against
the establishment. You can
criticise our hair and our
clothes and our music but we
believe this is a Plinking world
we're living in and we aren't
going to settle for it.---Also
Disgusted.

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
October 17: John Bowers,
Terri Van Doren, Mrs. Viola
Toalson; October 18: Polly
Adams; October 19: Anita Sue
Allen, Robert A. Batts, J. E.
Manly
Lawson,
Campbell,
Steve Fly, Harry Reams;
October 20: Tony Beck, Ruth
Milan, Cathy Elliott; October
21: Kenneth Crews; October 22:
Mrs. Hulton Allen, Jimmy GilOctober 23: Donna
bert;
Peeples, R. Paul Westpheling,
H. 0. Wright.

If&PW Members
Attend Fall Meeting
Members from four districts
of the Kentucky Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
met at Mammoth cave, Ky. on
Oct. 11-12 for the Fall Roundup conference.
Members from the local club
attending were Anna Lou Caldwell, Jetta Speight, Ramelle
Pigue and Zuanita Phelps. One
guest, Hazel McAlister, accompanied them. They report
an interesting and informative
meeting
with good representation from all four digtricts.
Home Again!
Mrs. Emma Marshall and
daughter, Mrs. Marguerite M
Barrett, have returned to their
home in Chicago, after aweek's
visit with Mrs. Robert Snyder
in South Fulton.
Coffee Planed
The Guild of the First Christian Church will
sponsor a
coffee and lunch in the basement of the church next Thursday, October 23. The public
is invited.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

young girls of today are losing
their taste for domesticity are
probably unaware of the nearly
1,000,000 Girl Scouts - Juniors
and Cadettes - who chose to
work on badges for demonstrated skills in homemaking
In the past year.
Although Junior Girl Scouts,
ages 9, 10 and 11, have achoice
Of 47 badges In a variety of
subjects, the largest number
Of girls chose to earn the
"Cook" badge. For this badge
one of the requirements reads,
"Plan and prepare a simple,
well-balanced dinner for your
family or patrol."
For Cadettes, 12, 13 and 14
years old, there is also a wide
range of badges - some 60 of
them - but more "Hostess"
badges were earned than any
other. For the "Hostess"
badge, Cadettes must develop a
knowledge of a range of subjects, from planning a party
and working out a series of
menus to learning about the use
and care of linens, dishes,
glassware and sliverware.
Badge work is an integral
part of the Junior and Cadette
Girl Scout program because
recognition for achievement is
so important to girls in these
age levels. By the time they
reach Senior Scout age they
can take on more advanced
activities and service projects
which concentrate on the very
same areas in depth and which
serve as career exploration.
But, above all, by the time
Juniors and Cadettes meet all
the requirements outlined in the
badges for domestic skills, they
should be as good as mother
in the homemaking department,
maybe even better.
Your contribution to the Girl
Scout Council of Bear Creek
Community Campaign here in
the twin cities will help our
girls have fun growing into the
kind of women we'd like them
to become.

daughter is of age and she can
do as she pleases. You can
and should, however, inform
her that you will not keep her
baby If she desregards your
wishes. I hope for the child's
sake she listens to you.
* ••••
What awaits you on the other
side of the marriage veil? How
can you be sure your marriage
will work? Read Ann Landers'
booklet "Marriage—What To
Expect." Send your request to
Ann Landers in care of your
newspaper enclosing 501 in Coin
and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
Ann Landers will be glad to
help you with your problems.
Send them to her in care or
this newspaper, enclosing a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Help Fulton Grow

Vote Bond Issue

Very old pewter is sometimes
attacked by a "sickness" that
spots it.
This can only be
stopped by soaking pieces in
a solution of lye for fifteen
minutes. Remove with tongs and
scrub with a stiff brush and
thick suds. Repeat this treatment, if necessary. Then restore the shine by rubbing and
rubbing with soft cloths. If you
need further information ask for
our bulletin # H. E. 5-231--A,
entitled "Care of Household
Metals."--Mrs. Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple Street, Murray,
Ky. 42071. Telephone: 753-1452
* • * ••
If your are a "packer of
lunches" make it easy on yourself by setting up a lunch packing-center in your kitchen. A
special drawer or a box in the
corner of your counter can be
used to keep vacuum bottles,
paper sacks, food wrap, napkins and other necessities which
will help you pack lunches
quickly, conveniently and carefully.--Miss Patricia Everett.
Courthouse, Benton, Ky.,42025,
Telephone: 527-6601
• • • ••
If you want to display a group
of small items such as a collection of China Animals,
shells, pebbles, or sculpture,
try to add variety to your display. One way to do this is to
put part of them on pedestals.
Attractive pedestals can be
made from empty thread spools
of different sizes or blocks a
child has outgrown. Paint them
shiny black or lacquer red.
Staining with a teakwood stain
will also make an attractive
finish.--Mrs. Mildred Potts,
I.a Center, Kentucky, Telephone: 665-5611
Help dieters at your house
resist snack temptation by
posting a calorie chart on the
door of the retrtgerator.--Mrs.
Maxine Griffin. Federal Bldg.,

Miss Drerup

Joe Lynn 131ker To Wed
Miss Debra Eileen Drerup
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugene Drerup of Dresden announce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Debra Eileen
Drerup to Joe Lynn Baker, the
son of Dr. and Mrs. William
H. Baker of Martin.
The grandparents of
the
bride-elect are Mrs. Neva Atkison and the late Clarence A.
Wilson of Dresden, and Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Drerupof Memphis, formally of Union City.
The groom-elect's grandparents are the late Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Overton and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Lon Baker
of Harrogate, Tennessee.

attended
Drerup
Miss
Dresden High School and is
a graduate of the Academy of
the Sacred Heart, St. Louis,
Missouri.
Mr. Baker is a graduate of
Martin High School and of
the University of Tennessee
at Martin where he received
Bachelor of Science dea
gree in business administration. He was a member of
the Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity.
Plans are being made for
a fall wedding in the home of
the bride-elect's parents.

Area Residents Asked To Donate
Photos For Purchase Edition

Clinton, Ky. 42031, Telephone:
653-2231
MANAGEMENT-MONEY
When people become concerned
matters they
money
about
usually reach one conclusion-Yet,
increase.
must have a pay
this may not solve the problem.
In many instances, a family
could have the equivalent of a
pay increase by simply planning
better use of the dollars they
are now getting.
Most of the advertisements
In newspapers, magazines, and
TV appeal to each of us, try
to convince us that this is the
product we need, that everyone
else is buying it, and we can't
get along without it. These bargain sales make us think we
are making real savings. But
if we didn't need a product,
it isn't a bragain at any price.-Irma Hamilton, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky.42066, Telephone:
247-2334

Old photographs are needed
Sesqui-centennial
the
for
edition of the Mayfield Messenger, to be published soon
by the Jackson Purchase Historical Society.
Lon Carter Barton, Mayfield businessman and teacher,
is the editor of the special
edition of the Mayfield Messenger, which will depict the
150-year history of the eight
Purchase counties—McCracken, Carlisle, Ballard, Hickman, Fulton, Graves, Marshall
and Calloway.
"Practically all of the copy
for this edition is in the hands
of the Messenger staff," said
L. J. Hortin, Society president.
"We need some more photographs of the first courthouses,
trains, steamboats, cotton gins,
bridges, schoolhouses, tobacco
barns, ferries, industries, and
other historical events."
Mr. Barton promises that
photographs will be returned
promptly to the owner if requested. Copies of the photographs will be made, and these
will be preserved for posterity.
Photographs may be delivered
to Mr. Barton or to Mr. Bill

Burnette, Head of Special Collections, Murray State University.
Since October 19, last year,
the state of Kentucky has officially observed the Jackson
Sesqui-centennial
Purchase
following a proclamation issued
by Governor Nunn. Governor
Isaac Shelby, General Andrew
Jackson, and the Chickasaw
chiefs signed the Jackson Purchase Treaty on October 19,
1818. By this treaty, the United
States of America paid the
Chickasaws $300,000 for the
land in Kentucky and Tennessee,
west of the Tennessee River,
east of the Mississippi, and
south of the Ohio.
The special historical edition
of the Mayfield Messenger will
be published this fall, according
to Ray Edwards, publisher of
the Mayfield Messenger.
BOWERS PROMOTED
Morris E. Bowers, Route
2, Martin, an employee of the
Moorman Manufacturing Company of Quincy, Ill., for the past
eight years, has been promoted
from feed sales representative
to district sales manager.

Belts are the little things
that are big in clothes today,
Many of the leather ones with
Important buckles unify casual
separates into handsome costumes. Some chains are updated with tassels and Jewels.
A word to the wise says watch
what the belt and buckle does
to your figure before you use
it. Don't let it be said about
You, "Here she comes—buckle
first." Big buckles and protruding stomachs do not go together. Belts look best on a good
figure and perfect posture.-Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson,
Box 270, Hickman, Kentucky
42050, Telephone: 236-2351
• •• • •
Q. I plan to retire before I am 65. How will
this affect my social seCAMPUS CHAT—Steve Jackson of Paducah, chairman of the
curity benefits?
insight 1970 lecture series et Murray State University, stops beA. It is possible to receive monthly retirement
tween classes on campus for a brief chat with two coeds about
benefits from social sethe program next spring. Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hilton
curity as early as age 62.
D. Jackson of 11115 Markham in Paducah, is a senior psychology
If benefits begin before
65, however, they will be
and Winch mein% Insight 1970, which will involve a work crew
reduced. This can be as
of *bout 200 students, will Man in science as it relates I. somuch as 20 per cent less
ciety. About 6,1100 people attended the first symposium last
at 62, Your social security office can furnish an
spring to hear five speakers In they* MOWestimate of your benefit
(Phete,by Wilson Woolfay)
amount.

4 Fulton County News, Thursday, Oct. 16, 1969:1;
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Election, Tuesday, October 21, 1969

Fu n City Schools
SP IAL SCHOOL
QUESTION

1:11:

This page is paid for by a number of responsible, taxpaying businessmen of this community who hope that the
citizens of the Fulton Independent School District will vote
FOR the School Bond Issue next Tuesday.
PROGRESS in the community means an up-to-date
SCHOOL building for our children, and for the children of
new families who come to look at our community as a place
-to live.
Our 47-year-old high school building has been a wonderful building through the years, but it is outmoded, worn
out,expensive to maintain and entirely unsuited for The educational needs of today and tomorrow. Sooner or later we are
going to have to replace it; let's fare the problem NOW and do
it NOW before construction costs climb higher and make it
even MORE EXPENSIVE than ever.
Our School District is well-operated, well-rated and we
want to keep it that way with these proposed new modern
facilities. If you are honest with yourself, you will admit that
we CANNOT keep its high standards up WITHOUT these
new facilities.
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WAIST..

Are you for or :veinal the levy of an
annual special school tax rate of not
exceeding thirty cents (10c) in addition
to the total maximum school tax rate
now permitted to be levied in the Fulton
Independent School District, for general
school purposes, and without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, for the
erection and complete equipping of
now school bungs, for tho major,
*korona+, enlargement and complete
equipping of existing buildings, for the
purpose of retiring, diredly or through
rental payments, school building rsvenue bonds issued for such school building improvements, and for the purpose
of financing any program for the acquisition, improvement or building of
schools and to accomplish any and al
such purposes?

•
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OBION COUNTY
J.. Martin, County Agent
Union CRT, Tenn.

nano

Hickmam ASCS
Officers Named

CLINTON, Ky
—Alfred
The Obion County Junior Liveon tie
;rubbs haa been reelected
stock Association hada very sucthairman of the Hickman Councessful auction sale of their
44.aos ty Agricultural Stabilization and
steers and market how at the
Conservation Committee.
Obion County Fair recently. 48
Other ASCS officers selected
steers returned to the youngsters
recently were: R. W. Mullins,
$22,159.21 and 31 market nags
vice chairman and J. E. Ashley
brought $5,900.78. By this time
WMi.11/A PRYOR
everyone should know that Bobby
asokillerul Agent, 11116th rawinul 1141160 and Robert Foy who were reCollier sold his steer for $1.50
elected regular member and
per pound and that Bob Ivy sold
With the steady decline of first alternate member, respec
his mai ket hog for $2.75 per
farms and farm workers, some lively. Carl Smith was chosen
pound. 1305 animals were bought
people
say the farmer and as second alternate.
by E. W. James & Sons SupP'•
American
agriculture is a
maric...i. LI% paid Ann Oliver
dying industry. Despite
his
$1.30 per pound for Reserve
declining numbers, the farmer ON FOREIGN MD
Champion Steer
and Vic Ivy
President Nixon has asked
continues to have a far reach$1.10 per pound for Reserve
ing effect on domestic and world Congress for $2.6 billion for forChampion Hog.
affairs as an employer, a con- eign aid. This is $900 million
We have inquired of a lot of
sumer, a taxpayer, and a sup- more than Congress voted last
Charles E. Wright, (center) Chairman, Fulton County Soil people and a lot of different
year. The President said that
plier.
Conservation District, receives check from John W. Ray, sources and we have yet to find
Agriculture is still the na- this amount was necessary to
a county anywhere that has a
tion's biggest industry, with meet essential requirements
(right), Mayfield, Kentucky, a director of the Kentucky Assomore successful sale of junior
assets of better than $275 bil- now, and to maintain a base for
ciation of Soil and Water Conservation Districts as Wayne livestock. A lot of the credit for
lion, Farming involves 6 mil- future ,cctine
toe sale operating scusinomuy
Johnson, District Conservationist in Fulton County looks on.
lion workers, with 8 million
and successfully muse go to the
people needed just storing, pro- Heil? F ton Grow
cooperation of Reelfoot Packing
t
cessing,
and merchandising
Company. The boys working in
that
won
second
calf
place
in
the
agricultural products. Farmers Be A'Rulton Booster
Jennie Moon is shown above as she proudly shows the
the beef cooler at Reelfoot told
spend over $34 billion a year
Consumer Preference Carcass Show held by Reelfoot Packing Company.
us this was the nicest bunch of
for goods and services Just to
calves the junior group had ever
produce their crops and livebrought to Reelfoot.
stock.
The reason for a successful
Besides being the provider
AUSTIN SPRINGS of food for domestic markets,
highlight of the Con- sale - organization and wonderful
Twenty-Sixth Annual
The
The
Convention of the Kentucky As- vention for the Fulton County cooperation. It makes us all proud
By Mrs. Carey Friel*
American agriculture is the
soc tattoo of Soil and Water Con- Soil Conservation District was to live in Obion County when
world's largest exporter of food
servation Districts was held the award presented to the Dis- we attend the Junior Livestock
products. Our wheat provides
at Kentucky Dam Village State trict for winning First Place Sale and see individuals, stores,
an additional five billion loaves
David Adams, son of Mr. and third in the Light Angus Class
Rev. Bobby Copeland
Park October 1 and 2, 1969. in the District Newsletter Con- banks, farm implement com- Mrs. W. G. Adams, Route 4,
Show, and was his rets,,,ai appointment at New of bread in one year for the
District
the
at
community
organipanies,
The Supervisors attending test sponsored by The Fulton
Hickman, was recognized as the named winner of the Fulton Salem Baptist Church the past people of India.
from the Fulton County Soil tucky Association of Soil and zations, automobile dealers, tire
Because there are surpluses
owner of the winning calf in the County Show in August.
oil
companies,
leading
agencies,
Sunday at 11 a.m. and also the
Districts.
Conservation
Conservation
District were. Water
Other blue ribbon winners evening service. Sunday school of food and fiber,there are some
1969 Consumer Preference
companies,
dealers,
chemical
NewsSCD
County
Wright
and
Charles
Fulton
Charles E.
The
Carcass Show held at Reelfoot included Marta Moon, 3rd; Jill is held at 10 a.m. and BTU is who say the country should
A. Everett. Also in attendance letters for the past year were feed mills,fertilizer dealers, and Packing Company last Thurs- Adams, 4th; Janet
Adams, held prior to evening worship. turn its attention to non-agrifrom Fulton County was Wayne picked for first place out of others buy the steers and market
day.
7th; Paul Wilson, 8th, andJohn New Salem will observe the culture pursuits, and not put so
K. Johnson, District Conser- all the other districts publishing hogs. The youngsters selling
much effort into agricultural
Jennie Moon, daughter of Mr. Sowell, 9th.
100th anniversary of organivationist of the Soil Conser- newsletters in the state. John • livestock really appreciate the and Mrs. Charles Moon, Route
CarcassShow zation in November. Rev. LW. research and education. EstiPlacings
in
the
buyers.
all
the
support
of
vation Service.
W. Ray, a director of the Kenmates are that by the year
A number of Obion County 3, Fulton, received second place also included Jean Turner, Lou Carlin will deliver the sermon, 2000, the population of
Among speakers present at tucky Association of Soil and
the
Ann Turner, Alice Caldwell, so watch for further announcehonors in the show.
attending
are
now
young
people
Districts
'the Convention was the Honor- Water Conservation
United States and of the world
The Kentucky Department of Randy Adams, Dan Rice and ments.
they
have
made
college
on
money
fifty
of
award
able Louis B. Nunn, Governor, presented the
will have doubled. Half of the
represented by Dinah Sowell.
Agriculture,
The condition of Mr. Emmett
Commonwealth of Kentucky who dollars to Charles E. Wright, and saved through the Junior
Purchasing the second and Acree is unimproved at this world's population already is
Wallace Rich, presentedthe two
gave the Keynote
Address. Chairman of the Fulton County Livestock Program. T. C. Sowell
fourth place Carcass winners writing. He is a patient in Ful- undernourished, so this Is no
of the Oak Grove area told us winners with silver trays.
Glenn Murray the new State SCD.
David, freshman at Fulton was City National Bank of Ful- ton Hospital, under treatment time to retrench in efforts to
after the sale that his son Jim
Conservationist for Kentucky
improve the productiveness
Sowell saved enough money he had County High, showed his pro- ton. Other businesses buying now for several weeks. We hope
with the Soil Conservation Ser"Staple" refers to cotton made showing steers to carry ject at Murray on September Carcass Show calves were E. to have a better report very and efficiency of agriculture.
vice gave a report to those
fiber length.
him through over three (3) years 29 receiving Grand Champion W. James & Son, Reed Bros. soon.
attending on
SCS work at
of Agriculture College at the Shorthorn and fourth place Feed and Seed, Fulton County
present and in the future In
A pound of cotton can be
Bro. Dennis Crutchfield filled
of Tennessee at honors in the District Beef Oil Company, Reelfoot Packing
Kentucky.
spun into 70 yards of cloth. University
Show,
Company and Citizens Bank, his regular appointment at Knob
Martin.
Creek Church of Christ,the past
project won Hickman.
Jennie's 4-H
The sale realized more dollars
Sunday at 11 a.m. In the afterthis year than last year on fewer
noon there was singing with Mr.
steers with the steers averaging
Roy Vincent conducting.Several
51.18 cents per pound and the
ANDREWS
leaders
and visiting singers
market hogs averaged 86.71 cents
from Cuba and Wingo, Ky.,
Jewelry Company
per pound. The steers and hogs
singers
other church
and
averaged more this year per
taking part. Many fine numbers
pound and per head than ever
wece rendered.
before. The lowest price hog sold
for 55 cents a pound and the
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell left
lowest price steer for 40 cents
Saturday for Illinois where she
that
crop
Making
sure
acreage
An
adult-education
clasp
in
Ulf
Tate years' salewas
boards a jet for Ft. Dix, New.
PRINCIPLES OF
operated sale everla land US" fully meet firm the BASIC
where
her sister,
Program provisions will pay off LANDSCAPE DESIGN will be Jersey,
Livestock
in
Obion
Junior
held
of
Harriet, is to undergo major
delicious everyday dishes
County and we attribute this. to for producers who intend to par- organized at Fulton County High surgery. Every good wish is exwith beer--such as beer
the wonderful cooperation of the ticipate in the 1970 Wheat Pro- School, on Thursday evening tended by all relatives and
meat loaf, beer chicken,
buyers of the hogs and steers, gram, according to Roy Bard, October 16, at 7:00 p.m. ac- friends in this area.
Chairman of the Fulton County cording to Harold Garrison,
beer sausages and beer
Agricultural Stabilization and County School Superintendent.
MINIMUM WAGES FOR
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis
cake. And then there are
Conservation Committee.
WORKERS
FARM
are about the same in Wealcley
The course to be taught by
such gourmet treats as
County Rest Home. Many of
A minimum wage of $1.30 per "It's always good business to James M. Everett, horticulture
Send In this
rarebits and Carbonnades
of the teacher at FCHS, will involve their friends visit them often.
coupon for our
hour effective 2-1-69 is required know the correct acreage
the
pamphlet of fro,
Flamandes.
Chairman ten two-hour sessions. A certo be paid to workers employed crop you plant,"
Mrs. Huse McGuire spent a
recipes on cookBeer cookery is as
in agriculture by an employer Said.
will be presented to few days the past week, house
tificate
ing stAth beer.
course.
guest
of Mrs. Inez Harrison and
who
completing
the
used
500
men
days
of
those
farm
traditional as yesterday...
acr
Feaag
iluerebeto
ingcertify to the exact
labor in any calendar quarter
family in Murray, Ky.
devoted to each
as modern as tomorrow.
Plans
for the content of the
of the preceeding calendar year. crop and land use can result in
course include discussions,
Beer adds a real flavor treat.
For more specific information
Mr. and Mrs. John Fagan,
substantial reduction in the films field
professional Dist, No. 1, will celebrate their
call or write to the U. S. Dept. payment otherwise earned under
horticulturists
'
visits,
as
speakers,
d
of Labor, Wage & Hour Division the Wheat Program. So, all
Golden Wedding Sunday, Oct.
for personal land- 19, at their home from 2 to 5
P O. Box 355, Union City, Tenn. operators of farms intending to opportunities
ac
- ipe planning.
p.m. No invitations are being
P.O.- - - Telephone number participate are being encouraged
I'm interested It recipes for coolcing wrth beer. Send m. MOW : 885-5310.
to obtain measurement service The purpose of the classes sent but all friends and relatives
Mr. and Mrs.
•
free pemphieL
to eliminate the guesswork and will be to give the enrollees are invited.
WORMS IN SOYBEANS
an opportunity to learn what Jagen nave a daughter, Mrs.
under
benefits
assure
maximum
Name
good landscaping involves, how W C. Berryman,Jr., Palmersthe program,
We have observed and received
to take care of the lawn, shrubs, ville, Route 1,two sces, Howard
Street
room.
several reports of worms(corn
"If a farmer is not sure about trees and time to actually work and Marlon Fagen, both of
earworm, boil worm,armyworm) his acreage," Mr. Bard said, on each individuals home land- Palmersville,
Tenn.,
and
In soybean fields entering on the "a measurement
grandson, Hugh Berryman, and
service is genie.
7111
pods of the soybeans. You cannot available through the county ASCS
two granddaughters, Stacie and
Enrollment will be accepted Trade Fagan.
discover this worm damage by office. And now is a good time
driving by the bean field but to apply for the service. Once on the basis of family couples,
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
you'll have to walk through the your acreage has been staked off with a limit of twelve couples.
From cottonseed come
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222
Paid for by Nslion ?Hipp.
mattress fillings,
field.
by an ASCS reporter, compliance
Enroll by calling high school, linters for
Grab and shake 3 feet of plants will be assured If you abide bY 236-3168 or James M. Everett, feed for livestock, oil for
cooking.
in 4 or 5 places in the field. the staked areas."
472-1923.
Count worms on the ground and
If
a
producer
requests
check close to the stalks. Apply
measurement service and the A fee of $2.50 per family will
controls when you find an average
service discloses that he has be used to buy materials for
of one worm per two feet of row.
already planted more than the the class.
Toxaphene, Methyl Parathion,
and Sevin will give good control permittedacreage or is deficient
of diverted acreage, he will still
As any advertising man knows,
of the worms.
have time to alter
his plans first you've got loge( the reader's
to fully comply.On the other hand, attention.
producers will not be able to A classic example is this
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER change
their certifications if the
notice on a college bulletin
farm is spot checked and the
,
AI THE
board: "SEX
acreage
is
found
to
be
in
error.
• 'It
October 21 - Feeder PigSale ,
•I
s o a, S 1.]
Errors in reporting can result "Now that we have your attenai .
i
Lexington.
lion, please note that the AstronOctober 29 - Feeder Pig Sale - in loss of all or a substantial
payments otherwise omY League meets Thursdays t
Brownsville.
8 p.m."
mrto.f
iarned
IOW Mirk— Beautifully decorated rooms with modern baths,
telesrlden, air conditioning.

7

Fulton County's SCD Newsletter
Selected First Place Winner

David Adams,Jennie Moon Show •
Prize Calves In Carcass Show

0,A

Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:

Knowing Crop, Adult Class
Land Will Pay In Landscape
Off, Bard Says Design Today

Learn the
secrets of
beer cookery

f

Vote

"YES"

For The School Bond Issue
On October 21, 1969
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Vote For

NELSON TRIPP
For Mayor Of Fulton
On November 4 1969
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Barley Included
In 1970 Feed
Grain Program

• NOW !PLANS — No charge for children under 14 when in
the same room with parents. If odditionol room is needed,
simile rate would apish, for both rooms.

••Oa MMHG M our convenient indoor garage for overnight

at the ARLINGTON

• aotalamurS MOST MOON CONVENTION FACIUTIES.

c4 70 7e
PII 41
I

elC

c.iKIN1UCk5

H(/'

It's Maxie( awl bvigeratbig —as yet Meese It.
It's est all Mims led peek.
Ill a weaderldly alessamt year 'mead resort
Hal eters luxury living at the ARLINGTON HOTEL
tido ens feed, tally activities, fell raw at sports,
f,:.- 11ing, gall, swimming sad these ell, se comfortable
ARLINGTON therm, baths sad invigorating massages.
Write today sr plisse for details.

Barley will be included in the
1970 Feed Grain Program,it was
announced by the U.S. Department
People in Fulton who have been young at
of Agriculture. The decision to
include barley in the program fol- Batts' Hardware, in Precinct No. 4, will now 4
lows the September 10 crop report which indicates a record vote et the Fulton Woman's Club on Walnut
new national average yield of 44.4
bushels per acre.
Street

• LOUISVILUE'S NNIST F000 in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
tad the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in the
Derby 5.
,ws. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.

ol build-

ParPose
•acquiling of
end el

NOTICE

guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.

through

Iv HIV-

•••••.,e
•
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.......11.44;IN"
.....;, SEASON IS EVERY SEASON
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!
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Until 1960,annual barley yields
since 1866 had averaged lesathee
30 bushels par acre. In 1960,
the crop average was 80.9; in
40.6;
1965, it was 115.1; 1nil967,
and this year,44.4. Although harvested acreage has been declining, the larger yields have
resulted in production increases.
Currently, the 1969 crop of
barley is indicated to be 416
million bushels.

4/
1
4

Dee Langford
Fulton County Court Clerk

HOVEL
• 4.A:diALow...

OATHS
HOT SPRINGS

Wriftp, wire or phim•: !DOAN A. MAY, IPAsit•g•r,

NATIONAL PARK

The ARLINGTON Hosts. Area $RL PlAten.l 34775

ARKANSAS
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Purchase Historical Society Plans
October Trip To Tennessee Sites

• DUKEDOM NEWSj
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook r r

• LATHAM
3y Mrs. W. C. Morrison

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society will take a bus
tour October 18 to Tennessee
to visit some of the South's
finest historical spots.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, chairman
of biological sciences at Murray State University and "tour
director" for the historians, has
announced the members will
visit.
Meriwether Lewis Park on the
Natchez Trace Parkway 35 miles
southwest of Columbia, Teen.
The Natchez Trace
The 1842 St. John's Churcr
built by Leonidas Polk

UK Releases
Unique Survey
Of Our Area
A new report on a unique
geological formation in West
Kentucky was released at the University of Kentucky this week.
Dr. Wallace W. Hagan, state
geologist and director ofthe Kenrucxy .,eoiogica ntu vey On the
University's Lexington campus,
said the report, "Bethel Sandstone (Mississippian) of Western
Kentucky and South-central Indiana, A Submarine-Channel
Fill" was published by KGS.
It was authorized by a group
of professors and students from
Indiana Univeristy and the University of Cincinnati,
"This is a scientific investigation on Kentucky geology that
will aid in the mineral-resource
and ecomonic development of our
state," Dr. Hagan said. "It will
provide the scientific exploretionist_ with information to help
him find gas- and oil-bearing
reservoirs."
He said the report is of particular economic interest because the Midland gas field of
Inuhlenberg county, discovered in
1962, occurs in a geologic deposit similar to that described
in the report. The Midland gas
field is the largest continuous
gas reservoir in the Eastern
Interior Basin, an area covering parts of southern Illinois,
southwestern Indiana, and northwestern Kentucky.
Copies of the report may be
purchased from the Kentucky
Geological Survey, Mineral Industries Building, University of
Kentucky, Lexington. Price, including packaging and postage,
is $1.15 each.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, October 15:
Hlllview
Miss Judy McIlwain, Mrs.
Henry Sills, Mrs. Sue Harris,
Mrs. Donald Bishop, Mrs. Ned
Waldrop, James Green, Mrs.
Joe Hill, Billie Westmoreland, Mrs. H. B. Giles, Bruce
White, Fulton; Mrs. Estelle
Ramsey, Charles Eddington,
Mrs. Mary
Billie Brandon,
McDowell, Mrs. Herbert Grit' som, Miss Dianne Foster,South
Fulton; Betty Sanson, Hickman;
Bro. R. H. Sullivan, Clinton;
Mrs. Dale Pewitt, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Nettie Mobbs, Union City;
Arnim Morris, Lovelaceville,
Ky,
Fulton
Raymond Killebrew, Mrs.
Mrs. Nancy
Martha Batts,
Newton, Mrs. Barbara Collier
and baby, Mrs. Mettle Essary,
Mrg. Pearl
Binkley, Miss
Martha Smith. Russell_ ./30ck
man, Mrs. Odie Houston,
Clarence Graham, Fulton; Mrs.
Mary Wagster, Mrs. Novella
Watson, J. U. McKendree, I.
M. Jones, John Reeks, South
Fulton; Arnie Brown, Mrs.John
Sanders, Crutchfield; Samella
Holloway,
Hickman; Jim
Laffoon, Dewey Chatman, Mrs.
Maybelle Laird, Mrs. Maggie
Smiley, Fred McCoy, Water
Valley; Mrs. Cora Puckett,
Wingo; Mrs. Mae Byars, Dukedom; Emmett Acree, Lynville;
R. L. Speight, W. L. Phillips,
Route 3, Martin.

HERCULES
TIRES

The ancestral home of James
Knox Polk at Columbia, Tenn.
The Franklin Battlefield at
Franklin, Tenn., called by Jefferson Davis the "Gettysburg
of the West"
Carter House, commemorative shrine of the Battle of Franklin
Historic Stage Coach Inn at
Tiny Town, Ky.,(dinner)
This year's tour will be the
15th of a series inaugurated by
Dr. Hancock in 1959. The Historical Society has been observing for the past year the Sesquicentennial of Jackson's Purchase, which took place October 19, 1818. Governor Nunn a
year ago proclaimed "the year
beginning October 19, 1968, THE
JACKSON PURCHASE SESQUin Kentucky."
ICENTENNIAL
Dr. L. J. Hortin, president
of the Jackson Purchase Historical Society, is asking members who wish to make the tour
to send in their reservations to
Miss Margaret Heath,secretary,
Benton, Ky., not later than October 19.
"This tour will mark the last
day of our Sesquicentennial," he
has
explained. "Dr. Hancock
planned a magnificent tour."
The Battle of Franklin on
November 30, 1864, was desertby President Jefferson Davis of
the Confederacy as the most
frightful of the entire Civil War.
Of General Hood's 20,000 infrantry in action, he lost 6,202
killed and wounded. Twelve Confederate Generals were lost. Five
were killed outright: Generals
Cleburne, Gist, Granbury, Adams
and Strahl.
In this, "The Generals' Battle" at Franklin, General John
C. Carter was fatally wounded
and General Gordon was captured. Generals John C. Brown,
Manigault, Quarles, Cockrell and
Scott were wounded. Fifty-three
regimental commanders were
battle casualties.
"It was the fiercest death grapple of all battles on either continent," General Isaac B. Sherwood, federal officer wounded in
the battle, stated.

C of C Directors
Show Support For
Postal Reforms
Support for reorganization of
the U. S. Postal System into a
separate postal corporation as
recommended recently by the
Kappel Commission has been expressed by the Board of Directors of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, reports Kentucky
Chamber President LeRoy M.
Miles of Lexington.
Miles emphasized today that
the Chamber support is based
on the principle of the recommended postal reform action and
not upon a specific bill.
The Kappel Commission, headed by Fred Kappel, former board
chairman of A 'UT, was appointed by U. S. President Lyndon Johnson in 1967 to conduct
research and review of the postal system. After a year of work,
the commiselon concluded that
the present system is not capable
of meeting demands and recommended sweeping changes.
The principle changes recommended reform of the system
into a government corporation to
be operated on a self-supporting basis; that service and facilities be immediately improved;
that politics in appointments be
banned; that strikes be prohibited; that provisions be made for
employees to be transferred to
the new service; and that postal,
rates be established by the corporation's board, with veto power
available to Congress.
A number of bills have been
introduced to Congress, identical
in nature.
President Richard Nixon's administration bills on the subject
have provided that the corporation be given borrowing authority and that postage rates be set
by a panel ofexperts, independent
of the corporation, and that the
service should be scrutinized regularly by Congress.

"The Best thing
That Ever
Happened To
Wheels"
HERCULES
2 - Ply Polyester
Cord With Two
Fiberglass Belts
Get Them At:—

SCATES TIRE SERVICE
Hiway 51 North at Middle Road

Fulton, Ky.

olyess Dortch suffered a
'stroke last Tuesday, but is
at his home in
improving
Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Harvey of
Nashville, Tenn., have been
visiting her sisters, Mrs, A.W.
Simpson, Mrs. Cappie Bowlen
and Mrs. Severe Mansfield for
the past week. Mrs. Harvey
is recuperating from a heart'
attack, suffered recently.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Mrs. Effie Lee Hedge,
who passed away last Tuesday,
at the Fulton Hospital, after
a lengthly illness. Funeral services were conducted at Good
Springs Church, on Thursday
with Rev. Gerald Stow officiating, with burial in the church
cemetery. Jackson Bros. Funeral Home was In charge of
arrangements.
Visitors of Chess Morrison
this week were. Baron Dixon,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Mrs. Libby Jones, Mrs. Lerlene
Barber, Mrs.Irma Jean Wright,
Mrs. Lorene Parker, Mrs.
Beauton Lochridge and Mrs.
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Mann, and
a friend of Martin.
Dale Cumming of Lexington,
Ky., suffered a broken collar
bone last Thursday, when a colt
away with him on the
ran
Castieton Farm.

SQUARE DANCERS FROM 17 STATES assembled at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, Gilbertsville, Sept. 27 to attend the "Septemberfest" marking the
end of a two-week square dance school conducted at the park by six nationally
known square dance callers. This picture of the jamboree is indicative in a small
way of what is expected to take place at the Kentucky State Fair and Exposition
Center when the 19th National Square Dance Convention is held there next June
25-27.

Deaths
Mrs. Robert Glisson

Mrs. Effie Hedge

Funeral services for Mrs.
Marguerite Glisson were held
Monday, October 13, in the
Doug Murphy Funeral Home at
Martin. Burial was in East
Side Cemetery there.
died SunMrs. Glisson
day in the Volunteer General
Hospital in Martin, following a
long illness, She was a school
teacher and was the wife of
Robert Glisson, former employee of Ferry-Morse in Fulton.
In addition to her husband,
she is survived by three daughters, Miss Debbie Glisson of
Martin, Mrs. Tommy Hadley of
Humboldt and Mrs. Allen Strawbridge of Knoxville; her father,
Ray Adams of Martin, and several aunts and uncles in Fulton.
Her daughter, Mrs. Strawbridge, is the former Miss
Carol Glisson and was the first
International Banana Princess
in Fulton.
a beloved
Mrs. Glisson,
and popular schoolteacher WAR
the mother of Carol Glisson,
the first International Banana
Festival princess.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Effie Hedge were held Thursday, October 9, in GoodSprings
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Church, with Rev. Gerald Stow,
pastor of the South Fulton
Baptist Church, officiating.
Burial was in the church cemetery and arrangements were in
charge of Jackson Funeral
Home, of Dukedom.
Mrs. Hedge, 76, a resident of
Dukedom, died Tuesday night,
October 7, in the Fulton Hospital, following an illness of
three weeks.
Surviving are her husband,
Melvie Hedge of Dukedom,three
sons, James Lee of Fulton,John
W. Lee of Dukedom and Ira
Lee of Warren, Mich., a stepdaughter, Mrs. Reed Douthitt of
Route 1, Dukedom, three halfbrothers, Alvie Poyner of LynnPoyner of
Hayden
ville,
Palmersville' and Elmo Poyner
of Tiptonville, three halfsisters, Mrs. Addle Pearl WarMrs. Ila
ren of Lynnville,
Burton of Palmersville and
Mrs. Novella Dowdy of Mayfield, five grandchildren and six
great-grandchildren.

At Mrs. Glisson's funeral
rites the high esteem in which
she was held was evident in
the hundreds of floral offerings sent in her memory.
At the time of her death
Mrs. Glisson was only
51
years of age, yet she had
achieved a plateau of accomplishment and endearment in the
lives of many people far surpassing that of individuals much
older,

Henry Elliott
Henry
Elliott died in the
Clinton-Hickman County Hospital on Saturday, October 11,
following a long illness.
Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon, October 13,
in Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev.Charles
McKenzie officiating. Burial
was in Clark Cemetery.
Mr. Elliott, 80, was from
Route 1, Wingo,
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Lytie Elliott, three ,:aughters,
Moors of
Mrs.
Margaret
Chicago, Mrs. Buddy Smith of
Lone Oak and Mrs. Dorothy
James of Richmond, Ky., four
son, James and Elree Elliott
of St. Clair Shores, Mich., William Elliott of California and
Elliott of Warren,
Harold
Mich., one brother, Marvin
Elliott of Route 1, Wingo,
twenty-one grandchildren and
one great-grandchild.
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001f
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•Added Mileage
•Driving Comfort
•No Costly Vibration

Mrs. Ruth R. Belt
Mrs. Ruth Roach Belt, a former Fulton resident, died of
a heart attack at her home in
Lena, Ill., on October 6.
Graveside services were held
Saturday, October 11, at the
Water Valley Cemetery, with
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
Hornbeak Funeral Home, of
Fulton, was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Belt, who was 66, was
a former resident of Fulton,
and was a native of Water
'Valley. She was the widow of
Charles C Roach.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church of Fulton and of
the Rebekah Lodge.
Surviving are a nephew,
Robert Roach of Ebondale,Iowa,
and a niece, Mrs. Virginia Graham of Omaha, Nebraska.

LET IS

TRUE AND BALANCE
YOUR TIRE ON OUR
?REM HAIIIIIIIAC"

Funeral services for Hobert
Wright Staines were held
Wednesday afternoon, October
15, in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. W W. Kitterman, pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, officiating. Burial was in Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Stalling; died Monday,
October 13, in Haws Memorial
a
Nursing Home, following
long illness.
Born in Princeton, Kentucky,
the son of the late William Butler and America Ann Carney
Stalling, he was 88 years of
age. He moved to Fulton five
years ago from the St. Louis
area. His wife, the former
Maggie Jones, died in 1917.

Attend Funeral!
Mrs. Joe C. Johnson and Mrs.
Robert Batts attended the funeral of their sister and aunt,
Mrs. J. H. Biven, In Greenville, Ky., Wednesday.
Palestine to Meet
Mrs. Leola Mayberry will be
hostess to the Palestine Home makers in her home Friday,
10:30 a.m.
October 17, at
Everybody is asked to bring
a sack lunch to the meeting.

Surviving are a daughter,
Mrs. Magdalene Kimbrough of
Memphis; two sisters, Mrs.
F. R. Bowen and Mrs. Ruth
Wheatley of South Fulton; one
half-brother, Willie Stennis of
McLean, Va., two half-sisters,
Mrs. J. G. Sanders of Russellville, Ala., and Mrs. B.
J. Davis of McLean, Va., six
eight greatgrandchildren,
several
grandchildren, and
nieces and nephews.

duty in Korea.
Sunday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Durell McCall carried Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Williams to
visit with Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Bell in their new home near
Fulton. This was the first time
Mr. Walter had been away from
home since his hospitalization
early in the summer.
Mrs. Annie Clark of Greenfield is visiting with her sister
Mrs. Lewis Cole and family.
Mrs. Cole is not as well as
she has been.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Watkins
and daughters, Stephanie and
left Sunday for the
Lisa
Dakotas, to visit her brother
Gary and family, and Mrs.
Arvetta Harris and family.
Garritt Bailey came home
from the hospital last Tuesday,
after about a 10 day at. iy, part
of the time in traction.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley
visited her sister Mrs. Jim
Melton and Mr. Melton at Farmington Sunday.
Mr. Silas Bruce is at the
home of his son, Thomas Bruce,
for a visit and attended church
at Good Springs.
Richard
Mrs.
Mr. and
children have
Berlage and
moved into the former Ed Parker place and are in the process of buying.

Residentia I
old Commercial
interior Designing

0

sign and fine furnishings to

Gerald Morris Conn died suddenly at his home in the Beelerton community Sunday night,
October 12.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, October 14, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. Norman Crittenden ofCovington, Tenn., and Rev. Jim
O'Brien officiating. Burial was
in Wesley Cemetery.
Jerry, as he was known to
his friends, was 42. He was
the son of Jessie Bookman Conn
and the late Walter Conn, born
in Hickman County. He was a
veteran of World War n and
the Korean War, and was a
member of Wesley Methodist
Church. He was an IllinoisCentral Railroad employee and a
carpenter.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Nancy Myatt Conn, twodaughters, Susan and Sharon Coon
and his mother, Mrs. Walker
Conn, all of Route 1, Fulton;
four brothers, Bob, Dick and
Max Conn, all of Fulton and
James W. Conn of Sebree, Ky.,
and one sister, Mrs. Maggie
Brockwell.

(Continued front Popo pne)
goons, American Association
of Plastic Surgeons, San Diego
Surgical Society, Pan Pacific
Surgical
Society, San Diego
County Medical Society, California Medical Association,
Sotledad Jalisciense &Clive&
Plastica, Guadalajara, and an
of the
member
honorary
Collett° Medicana in Tijuana,
B. C., Mexico.
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Pearce died
Dan
Sebern
morning at eight
Tuesday
o'clock in Hillview Hospital.
Funeral services will beheld
today (Thursday) at two o'clock
in the Mount Olive Methodist
Church, with burial in the
church cemetery. Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, of Wingo,
is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Pearce, 76, a retired
farmer of
County
Graves
Wingo, is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Deales Pearce and a son,
William Robert Pearce, both
of Wingo, three daughters, Mrs.
Darrell Jackson of Paducah,
Mrs. Louis Oliver of Route 2,
Mayfield and Mrs. William Gill
of Prairie, Texas, six stepchildren, Scotty Stephens and
Mrs. Neville Mays of Wingo,
Henry Jack Wilson and Mrs.
Percy Finks of Mayfield, Smith
Stephens of Paducah and Willie
Stephens of Detroit.
call at the
Friends may
funeral home.
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Mr. and Mrs. Keith Emily
were hosts to a groupof Mandl.
last Friday night at their home
in what has been described
"first a sing-in and then an
eat-in." The following rept- .ed
a very enjoyable evening: Mr.
and Mrs. T. L, Ainley, Mr,
and Mrs. Lloyd Watkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Durell McCall and
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work.
Marley Watkins called his
folks here Sunday from Sap
Francisco just prior to his
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Is far stronger
than polyethylene
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look ForMeriiiine

-0-GLASS is the only
lc window material that is
TWO
FULL YEARS

UARANTEED

FLEX 0-GLASS At Your Local Hardware or Lumber Dealer
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United Church BPW Members
Women Set Day Participating In
For Observance Prayer Service
Fulton-South
Fulton
The
' Church Women United of the
Pillion area will observe World Business and Professional Wohundreds of
will join
Community Day Friday, Nov. men
7., at the First Christian Church thousands of fellow-members
on Carr St. A fellowship hour in a prayer breakfast to kick
Will be enjoyed at 9-30 and off National Business Women's
Week, from October 19 through
the program begins at 10.
This day is a celebration October 25. The local prayer
oft which the emphasis is observance will be held at eight
repponsible corporate action o'clock Sunday morning at the
and peace. The Park Terrace.
f6r justice
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell,
theme: "Community Development and Nation Building." Be- president of the local club, has
tween now and Nov. 7, Church appointed Mrs. Mildred AnderNational
of
Women United are urged to: son chairman
hold a school for understanding, Business Women's Week. She
by Miss
assisted
participate in anti-poverty pro- will be
grams, attempt to change the Amaline Homra and Mrs. Ruth
through Puckett. Handling public reclimate of opinion
education, give 1% or more of lations for the event is Mrs.
its CWU budget for development Dottie Morgan.
Rev. Robert Layne, rector
seek 1% of the
purposes,
*omen's individual resources of the Episcopal Church, will
in time, money and friendship, be the guest speaker and Miss
be guest
will
engage in political action to Kay Veale
insure more adequate foreign soloist.
Special guests invited are
aid legislation and think of new
ways that CWU may become the mayors and city managers
and their wives from Fulton
involved locally.
Mrs. Ellis J. Veale is chair- and South Fulton.
The breakfast is scheduled
man of the day. Shewill present
Mr. Vearl Pennington, director to last about an hour, so that
office
members attending may be able
of the Community Action
of the 0.E.O., who will tell of to attend regular church serhis work in the 4-river counties. vice.
The breakfast groups were
Also, Mrs. Essie Jennings
Roberts, begun in the early 1930's by
and Mrs. Brenda
workers in the Christian Social a group of business executives
Service office here, will tell and subsequently included leadof their work and share their ers from various spheres of
influence. Their purpose was to
needs.
Christian foster faith as revealed in the
interested
All
women are urged to attend. Bible and substantianted in
experience. From that early
beginning, these groups have
spread into a national move• ROUTE THREE
ment and are active in thirtyMrs. Aline Williams
three countries of the world.
Each group and each breakMrs. Helen Allen had several fast in autonomous, being tied
ladies for her paint party,given together only by a mutual inby Mrs. Jessie Nelson last terest in the spiritual needs
Friday afternoon. A good time of the world.
was had by all.
In 1941 breakfast groups were
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Barber, begun in the United States Senand House of Repreof Detroit, were visiting Mr. ate
and Mrs. Carl King and other sentatives. These groups have
relatives and friends in Fulton steadily grown and provide a
fellowship and rapport among
last week.
Paul Howard's mother re- the men to Congress.
mains about the same.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Johnny • Chestnut Glade
Dalton a while Sunday evening.
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
There was open house at the
Weakley County club house,
near Sharon, Sunday for Mr.
• The weather continues to be
and Mrs. J. B (Pomp) Nanney.
These two nice people were most favorable in this area for
Mpf
:
,kaF.vest with
celiedlik their 60thAveddirsp4a?
anniethiery, with all their w°rVPidirestifhg very niciffj:
and grandchildren, Many fields from which the crop
children
and there were so many neigh- has been harvested are now
and winter
bons and friends went by to being sown in clover
join this gala affair. You pasture crops.
The Chestnut Glade Club
would never wish to be at a
celebration nicer than this was. members are looking forward
the meeting on Thursday of
to
It was Just wonderful. We wish
for them many more wonderful this week in the beautiful new
and modern home of Mrs. V.C.
affairs.
Simpson. Visitors are COTNewman
Mr. and Mrs.
Croft dially invited.
visited Mr. and Mrs. J C.
Mr. and Mrs. Guayon BrunDavid in Memphis Monday and dige and Robert, from LouisTuesday.
ville, Kentucky, spent the weekend with their parents Mr. and
We visited Aunt Julia Moss
Mrs. Gibbons at Dresden and
and her daughter, °vette, in
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
Dresden Sunday afternoon. They
and attended the Niamey 60th
are doing as well as could be.
wedding obesrvance.
Aunt Julia is 100 years and
Word has been received that
3 months old. She knew us and
Mrs. Ralph McKnight in Sheftalked with us. She is blind
field, Alabama is recovering
and can hardly hear, but likes
to have company.
her home from the hospital
last Saturday.
Bake Sale!
Mr. Eugene Taylor is reThe UMYF of the South Fulsatisported to be recovering
ton United Methodist Church factorily and has returned
to
will sponsor a bake sale in
his home after several weeks in
downtown Fulton Saturday, bethe hospital and nursing home
ginning at 9:30 a.m. All produe to a broken hip.
ceeds will go to the UMFY
Mr. Minard Nsuiney returned
fund.
to his home in Warren, Michigan, Monday, after spending
the weekend with his parents.
ine was not able to make
trrip
athe
the
K
due to recent surgery.
Mrs. Ruth Miller, Mrs,
140 Broadway,SouthFultlin Annette Parnell, Penny and Joe
returned to their homes in Ohio,
Phone 479.1864
Monday after the weekend with
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum homefolks.
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Fred
—Vinyl and Tile
and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan
Carpetin
McGee
and
—Downs
Vaughan attended the Home
County
Demonstration Clubs
—Upholstering, Modern and
Council meeting in Dresden,
Antique
Saturday afternoon.
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
The Chestnut Glade craft
working at the New Hope church
last Tuesday was attended by
several members and visitors.
Work was done on making hand
bags, burlap flowers, unique pin
cushions and finishing some
articles for the clothes bank.
Mrs. Maud Matheny and Mrs.
I. M Jones members of the
SOO us for -.- One and All Club were welcomed
visitors.

S. P. MOORE & CO

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

Guest Here!
Mr!. Annabelle Bledsoe, of
Jackson, Tenn., was the guest
of Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards
last weekend.
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Scriptures selected by
the American Bible Society
Sunday
Micah
6:1-8

Monday
Jonah
1:1-16

Tuesday
Jonah
1:17

Wednesday
Jonah
3:1-9

Thursday
Jonah
3:10

Friday
Habakkuk
1:1-13

• We'd be lost, wouldn't we, if suddenly computers were withdrawn from
ouedaily life? We have become dependent on them to schedule airplane flights,
point out scholastic aptitudes and aid the Internal Revenue Service in checking income tax returns.
But there are things a computer can't do. It can't make a home a better
home or a man a better man. A computer can't heal sorrows and disappointments. It can swallow up a lot of statistics and clank out a lot of conclusions,
but it can't direct a man to God's love.
As today's world is run more and more by automation, we need the help
of the Church to guide us in the spiritual realm of life. We need to experience
God's great love for all men. In our mechanical world, only the Church can
help us find God's love.

Saturday
Habakkuk
2:1-20

E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Union City
South Fulton
Hickman

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
*
"Liveafter
Electrkally"

Copyright 1969 Keister Advertising Service, Inc., Strasburg, Va.

A & P Food Store
Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Ray Williams Insurance
207 r.mmarcial

Aickman, Ky.

472-2430

Dari-Creara, Inc.

Traveler's Inn Restaurant

West State Line
4724657
Fulton, KY.

Home Cooked Meals - Pies
4799-1772
So. Fulton
Broadway

Evans Drug Company

M & B Gulf Station

The Rexall Store
472-2421
216 Lake Street

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9060
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

s Garage
'
Cecil

& Standard Sta,

Wheel Alignment & Balancing

G

0

0

1111 Lake Street

472-9072

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
231,-lics

Hickman, Ky.

Mears Street — Fulton
We are closed on Sunday

Hornbeak Funeral Homo
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.
472-1412

Park Terrace Motel

Henry L Siegel Company. In%

Restaurant & Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday

Fulton and South Fun's'
• Good place to work

K-N Root Beer Drive-In
CLOSED SUNDAY
479-471)
So. Fulton

State Line Fine Station
Leslie Eddinoten, evorier

Broadway

Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut Flowers

Green Florist Supplies
DIAL 4794371

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

402-1471

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
472-1312

305 Main Street

Compliments ef

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

reenfield Monument Works
— In Operational Years —
* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night'
'Open Sunday Afternoons *

W. D. Powers

Is

Greenfield
Phone 725-2250

Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Archie's Live Stock Barn
Ovary day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy.

J. B. lvIA.NESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

171-2191

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—sr at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Curtis Electric Co.

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.

Complete Electric Service
124 Morris
479-2173

MC61492
Clinton, Ky.

653-2771
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Court Rules - - sywarkwat iron /ree-i—cifVe
elections. KRS 118.170(2) (a)
provides that under the name
of each candidate a space must
be left for a write-in vote in
favor of someone else. However, the provisions of KRS
Chapter 118 do not apply to
cities operating under the
commission or city manager
form of government "except
to the extent that the laws
relating to those forms of government provide that the regular election laws shall apply,
and to the extent that the laws
to such forms of
relating
government do not provide a
method of electing any officer
contemplated to be elected
under those forms of government."
KRS 89.440 (1) is the specific
target under attack in this proceeding, It says that no person
shall be elected to the office
of mayor, police judge or city
commissioner "without first
having_ been nominated in the
prescribed by this
manner
section." Its effect into render
118.170
(2)(a), which proKRS
vides for write-in voting, inapplicable. Appellants contend
that the right of the electorate
to vote for and elect persons
other than those named on the
printed ballot is guaranteed by
Coast. S6, which reads, "All
elections shall be free and
equal."
Authority for organization of
fourth-class cities under the
commission form of government originated in Ch. 77, Acts
of 1914, Section 6 of which provided
"No person shall be
elected without first having

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Between Martin & Union City
October 16 - 17
Thursday
Friday
STARTS AT 7:00
Double Feature

From Nashville
with Music
AND
131711T LANCASTER

The Swimmer
OCTOBER 18
MT. FIVE FULL FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:00
VINCENT PRICE

House of Usher
The Raven
Premature Burial
Pit and Pendulum
Haunted House
October lit - 20
Sunday • Monday
Double Feature
STARTS AT 7:00
Michael Caine - Noel Coward

Italian Job
AND
Tatty Randall - Janet Leigh

Hello Down There
Tues. Wed. Thurs 21

22 - 23

Closed

*en nominated in the manner
hereinafter prescribed." Section 6 of Chapter 114, Acts of
authorizing the city
1932,
manager form of government,
contained a similar provision,
as follows: "No person shall
be elected to said office of
mayor or police judge, or commissioner, without first having
be (sic) nominated in the manner hereinafter prescribed."
In the course of time the
various enactments covering
manager form of
the city
government in second, third
and fourth class cities have
been unified into what appears
today in KRS 89.390 to KRS
89.680, inclusive. KRS 89.440
(1), the subsection under discussion, applies to cities of
these three classes that have
adopted the city manager form
of government.
The first and foremost monument to be found in the field
we are called upon to survey
WHITNEY
V. SKINNER,
is
194 Ky. 804, 241 SW 350(1922),
held citecourt
in which this
gorically that the counterpart
of KRS 89.4400), as it then
applied to third-class cities
operating under the commission
form' of government, did not
violate the Constitution, One of
the parties, Skinner, had suchaving his name
ceeded in
printed on the November ballot
as a candidate for city prosecuting attorney of Hopkinsville,
though he had not been nominated as a candidate in the
primary. Section 3480b-6, Kentucky Statutes, the applicable
statute, provided: "No person shall be elected without
first having been nominated in
the manner hereinafter prescribed." At the regular election Skinner
received 1385
votes stamped opposite his
printed name and Whitney, who
also had not been nominated
in the primary, and whosename
did not appear on the printed
ballot, received 76 write-in
votes. In a contest suit the
trial court held that neither
Skinner nor Whitney had been
elected. Skinner conceded the
correctness of the judgement,
but
Whitney appealed, contending he had been validly
elected by the 76 write-in votes
despite
the statutory prohibition.
In affirming
the
judgement, this court said:
"The elective officers of
the city must be nominated for
the several offices to be filled
in what is called a primary
election
Hermann
V. Lampe,
"In
174 Ky. 109, 194 SW 122, it
was said that, inasmuch as
Assembly was
the General
to prescribe
empowered
the qualifications of municipal
officers, and had provided that
no one under the commission
form of government should be
elected to an office in such
a government, without first having been nominated in
the
primary provided for that purpose, such nomination was
necessary to make one eligible
to hold the office. There is no
apparent reason why the Legislature has not the power to
require such qualification
The peisons nominated in the
primary are to be certified
of the county
to the clerk
whose
court as candidates
names are to be printed upon
the ballots at the election. and

WHITNEY V. SKINNER was
no provision is made whereby
any others may have their followed and cited with approval
MADDOX V. CITY OF MIDIn
names printed upon the ballots
425, 251
as candidates or written or DLESBORO, DO
printed thereon by voters or SW 201, 202(1923).
Counsel for appellant recogothers
"These facts, considered in nizes these precedents, but
connection with the fact that points to an observation in
V. SULLIVAN, Ky.,
the statutes prohibit the election DUPIN
of any one who has not been 355 SW 2d 878, 678, (1962),
they
"ARE NOT FREE
that
nominated in the primary beCONSTITUTIONAL
cause ineligible either to hold OF
the office or to being elected DOUBT," and cites BROUGHthereto, leads inevitably to the TON V. PURSIFULL, 245 Ky.
conclusion that it is not per- 197, 53 SW 2d 200, 202-203
missible to vote for one whose (1932), for the proposition that
name is not upon the ballot, although the legislature may
because, in the absence of the prohibit the name of a person
name, it is apparent that such not nominated in the primary
person has not been certified from being printed on the balto the clerk nor published as lot, it may not disqualify him
a nominee, and for that reason from being elected by a writethat no person who has not in vote. see also ASHER V.
been nominated in the primary ARNETT, 280 Ky, 34'7, 143
and so certified and published SW 2d 772, 775 (1939), in
is eligible to be voted for, which it was said that the right
and therefore the writing of to elect or be elected by writethe name of a candidate on Vic in vote "is a constitutional
ballot and voting for him IC right, but the privilege of having one's name printed on the
Illegal
ballot as a candidate for a
a
"The failure to make
particular office is necessarily
provision upon the ballots to limited to those who comply
enable voters to vote for one with
the requirements preto fill an office who is in- scribed by the Legislature,
eligible to hold it, or to pro- having for their object the
hibit the voting for one whose ascertainment of the will of
ineligibility to hold the office the electorate within the limits
appears to every voter by the of practicability."
name not being printed upon
Whatever doubt may otherthe ballots as a candidate, cannot be said to be an infringe- wise have existed with respect
ment of the right of suffrage to the soundness of WHITNEY
or contrary to section 6 of the V. SKINNER is resolved by
provides the last sentence of Const.S160,
Constitution, which
for the freedom and equality which reads, "The general asshall prescribe the
of elections." 241 SW at pp. sembly
353-354.
qualifications of all officers

oz towns and cities, the manner in and causes for which
they may be removed from
office, and how vacancies in
such offices may be filled."
BROUGHTON V. PURSIFULL
involved the office of sheriff,
and the court was of the opinion
that the qualifications set forth
in the Constitution were inWilliam Michael Campbell of
tended to be plenary and ex- Fulton has been named to the
clusive, beyond the power of Dean's List at Centre College
further limitation or restri- at Danville, Ky., for having an
tion
by
the
legislature: excellent academic record dur"Hence
where the Consti- ing the spring term of the 1968tution prescribes who shall be 69 school year.
qualified to fill an office created
Campbell, the son of Mrs.
by it, by enumerating certain
qualifications that he must pos- W. P. Campbell, 200 Norman,
in
1967 from
sess, there is a clear im- graduated
plication that any one posessing Fulton High School where he
such qualifications may fill the was a class officer and
office, and it is then incompetent valedictorian. At Centre he is
for the Legislature to pre- a member of the Sigma Chi
scribe additional disqualifi- national social fraternity.
cations not recognized by the
Centre College is an indeConstitution, notwithstanding it
pendent, liberal arts college
might be competent to regulate,
with an enrollment of 755 men
by statute, nominating primary
students. The
and
women
conventions or elections, to be
college has a selective admisfollowed by certain results, not
sions policy.
including, however, ineligibiltiY
of a defeated candidate in such
holding
its
Centre
is
primary to run, or be voted Sesquicentennial Year Celebrafor the same office at the fol- tion, the college having been
lowing general election."
chartered 150 years agoon JanAbiding by WHITNEY
V. uary 21, 1819. During Centre's
SKINNER, 194 Ky. 804, 241 10-year development program
SW 350 (1922), we hold that which began in 1959, the college
the legislature is empowered has
ten
new
completed
by Const. S160 to subject can- buildings, including seven studidates for municipal office to dent residences, a dining comthe qualification that they must mons, library and swimming
be nominated in the primary pool.
•
election as provided by KRS
Now under construction is a
89.440.
The Judgement is affirmed. $2,000,000 science facility due
for completion late this year.
All concur.

Campbell On
Dean's List
At Centre

8 Fulton County News, Thursday, Oct. 16, 1969

Obion Duplicate
Ciss6Hosted
By Mrs. Moore
01310N—
Two and one-half
tables were in play
Tuesday
evening at the meeting of the
Ohio Duplicate Bridge Club
entertained by Hrs. loss Moore
at her horns in Trimble.
fl hostess served homemade caramel pie, salted nuts
and coffee.
,
Taking high sore
honors
were Mrs. Flora Baldridge and
Mrs. Moore, while Mrs. Jimmy
Durr and Mrs. James R. Hatched were second.
The club will meet next week
with Mrs. Albert
Patterson.

George Burnette - (Continued from Page One)
Courses
covered in the
examinations include
such
areas as: Business Law, Life
Insurance Law, Estate, Wills,
Trusts, Income Taxation, Federal Estate, and State Inheritance
Taxation, Family Finance, Business Finance, Economics,
Estate
Planning,
Human Behavior, Ethics, Pensions, Profit Sharing, Social
Security, State and Federal
Welfare, Business Life and
Health Insurance, Group In-

surance,
Actuarial Cal
latices, and Insurance Corn
operations.
He graduated Magna C
Laude from the University
Louisville and was Valedictorian of his class. He spet
three years as an officer of the
U. S. Air Force in hospital 9ministration and two years Es
an insurance agent in Lou6vine prior to moving to Ms1field.
Burnette, a graduate of Fii/ton High School, is the son ipf
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Burnside
of Fulton and has resided in
Mayfield for four years, whet*
he is active in local cigic
affairs. He has served as Secretary of the Mayfield Rotary
Club for the past three year&
is a Board member of the
Graves County Red Crolls
Chapter, Secretary of the Wef
Life Unde tern
Kentucky
writers Association, and Chairman of both the Graves Cow*
Junior Dairy Show and the Delp
Department of the Purchape
District Fair.
He is a past Chairman of t
Red Cross Bloodmobile and
Drive Chairman of the Gra
County United Fund last ye
having served as Vice Chait$.
."
man in 1967.
Burnette and his wife, Janii,
have two daughters, Beth
Teri. They reside at 309 Fai
lane in Mayfield and are me
berg of the First Christi
Church, where they are
sponsors of the CYF gro
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CAN FULTON PROPERTY OWNERS

LC
Shol

Cha
GOODY

AFFORD ANOTHER TAX?
Two new taxes just last year
The Library tax and the payroll tax
WHAT NEXT YEAR --A property tax for urban renewal?
MORE local property taxes for
general school purposes as proposed by KEA this week?

4th &
Meet
at

DO YOU KNOW THAT-Pillion area taxpayers are burdened with a
POLL tax, HEALTH tax, LIBRARY tax,
COUNTY bonded indebtedness tax, SOIL conservation tax, WATERSHED conservation
tax, BANK SHARES tax, FORESTRY tax,
city, county and state PROPERTY taxes,
PAYROLL tax, city AUTO license tag,
HEAD lax, SCHOOL taxes... and many more
"hidden" taxes. The proposed 30c tax increase would he
95.5c PER $100 of Property assessment
one of the highest in the Stale of Kentucky
and in ourDEPRESSED area.

Frier
You i
6: p.

With

Loca

Sot

Think of this burden for the NEXT 25 YEARS!
Get with
the Bourbon
that scores
high.
Hiaam
WA LK El

14
7'411•004b
Hut= Walkout

Ten Mei
Come over to the taste
of Ten High, a true
Bourbon of Hiram Walker
character and quality.
Sip it slow and easy.
You'll be doubly glad you
joined us—when you
remember Ten High's
welcome price!

Tour best bourbon buy

•

86 PROOF00M

N

W4L1('ER:6.

HIGH

STRAIGHT 800111011
WHISKEY
44";=•-tiogire
Aiwa Alfor

Our present high school accommodates 210 students. The new school is being built to accomodate only 300 students.
Isn't it poor judgment to spend $876,000.00 of taxpayers money at 7 per cent interest for 25
years to accommodate just 90 students.
IS THIS THE KIND OF INDUSTRIAL PLANNING WE'RE DOING?
IS IT GOOD BUSINESS TO GIVE THE 0E0 FREE RENT AT MILTON SCHOOL
WHEN THE PROGRAM HAS A $150,000.00 Budget a year?

VOTE AGAINST
THE SCHOOL BOND ISSUE
VOTE AGAINST more burdensome taxes every year!
This ad paid for by individual citizens and Businesses of our community who are interested in DISCONTINUING skyrocketing property tax assessments.

86 proof • Hiram Walker 8. Sons Inc.. Peoria, Ill
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GOP Is Charged
With 'Shakedown'
FRANKFORT, Ky.
down" of state employes have
Charges that the state Republi- been leveled by the Kentucky
can Administration has "just Young Democrats.
completed its fourth shake- The Young Democrats said
their investigation has shown
WE PAY CASH FOIL that many employes are disturbed by the situation.

Old, Broken & Worn
out Pistols. Rifles &
Shotguns.

THE NEWS
Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY,_ OCTOBER 16, 1969
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More Autonomy
For U-T Martin

With the charges, the organization Included an assessment
The University of Tennessee
table they said Is being used by
board of trustees, meeting toLouie
Gov.
of
B.
"regime"
the
the
of
in Knoxville, approved a
any
day
If you have
Nunn.
re-organisation of extension,
above around gathering
Figures on the table range creating Divisions of Extension
dust — bring them in for from $20 asked of an employe at the University of Tennessee
the school's
an offer. We need them for making $285 to $340 a month to at Martin and on
campuses at Memphis, Nash$1,708
making
those
for
$250
parts.
ville, Chattanooga and Knoxmonthly or more.
ville.
Collections were due Oct. 1,
Each campus will have its
and
said,
Democrats
the Young
own dean of continuing educaemployes were told to make tion, the trustees said,
"This proposal will enable
checks to wine, 'cam or we
the degree-granting campuses
"Republican Campaign Fund." to have more automony IndevelLake St. — Fulton, Ky.
One of the complaints receiv- opine their own continuing
ed by the Associated Press dur- education programa, such as
schools," said Dr.
ing another purported political evening
academic
collection drive months ago was Jack L. Williams,
from state workers who said vice president.
board
In other action, the
they objected to a requirement
authorized employment of LC.
of cash only.
Thornasson Associates of NashThe Democrats said the list ville to prepare plans for exof figures was obtained in the pansioo of the Martin campus
steam plant and distribution sys650x13 Black tubeless state Highway Department.
Commissioner Eugene Goss _tem.
said last Monday during a egble
television interview that he WAS Terry-Norman PTA
(plus FET $179)
not aware of any political le. Endorses School Bond
-Terrysessments.
FULTON, Ky.,
Other sizes at
The Young Democrats said Norman PTA executive board
corresponding
RETURNING GUARDSMEN—In January Adjutant General Larry Dawson (secthey are not releasing names of met at the home of the presiond left) visited activated Kentucky National Guard Troops on the front lines
Toalson,
state employe tipsters "for ob- dent, Mrs. Harvey
in homecoming cereTuesday and the principal item in Vietnam. On October 19 the Guardsmen will be honored
vious reasons," but added:
the endorsement monies at the Fair and Exposition Center. Gov. Louie B. Nunn has proclaimed
was
business
of
recent
a
engineer,
civil
"One
bond issue for the Oct. 19-25 as 2D Battalion, 138 Artillery Week. Left to right at landing in Vietgraduate of the University of of the school
new Fulton High nam were LTC Robert W. Cundiff, Hodgenville; Dawson; Major Robert D. James,
proposed
beOutraged
Kentucky, was so
Louisville; B.G. A. G. Piston, CG, XXIV Corps Artillery.
building.
School
cause of the shakedown and
(INSTALLED)
chaircommittee
and
Officers
pressure tactics, the engineer
men for Terry-Norman PTA inhas vowed to quit and seek outFish-Eating List
clude the following: President,
side employment.
WASHINGTON—The latest
Mrs. Toalson; vice president.
data collected by the Bureau of
GOODYEAR DISTRIBUTOR
"An assistant highway fore- Mrs. Carl Bell; secretary, Mrs.
Commercial Fisheries show that
has Ron Laird; and treasurer, Mrs.
4th & Depot 472-2851 man in one county already
NEW YORK
— Korean
L Litera- Japan continues to lead in per
NEW DELHI
been called in upon the carpet Robert Bailey.
violinist Kyung-Wha Chung, 21- cy in India has grown from 14 capita consumption of edible
Committee chairmen are:
yearold co-winner of the Leven' per cent to 35 per cent in the n fishery products with 61.2
Mrs. Nathan W ad e, member- trill Award in 1967, will join her
years of independence, said pounds a year. Denmark is secship; Mrs. Bill Homr a, pro16-yearold brother, pianist V.K. Rao, education minister. ond with 47.5, Sweden third
gram; Mrs. Robert Van Doren,
Whun-Wha, and 24-year-old sis- He added, however, that there with 45.1. Norway and Portugal
health and safety; Mrs. Charles
ter, cellist Myung Wha, for the are many more illiterates now are next with 43.4 each. The
Binford and Mrs. Dick Meafirst recital tour of the Chung than then because the popula- United States is well down the
cham, hospitality; Mrs. Charles
Trio.
tion has grown twice as fast
list with only 11 pounds.
W. Andrews, publications; Mrs.
James Butts, room representative; Mrs. Roy Morrow, publicity and historian, and Mrs.
Friendly atmosphere and courteous service. John Sullivan, character a n d
You can dine and dance from
spiritual life.

Railroad Salvage
Company

SPECIAL PRICES
ON GOODYEAR
SNOW TIRES

$12.95

LOW PRICES
Shock Absorbers
$10.88
Chas. 11. Bennett

6: p. m. to 12: p. m.
Serving Delicious Food

Featuring
THE CLASSICS
With Herb Cathey and his mellow Saler
Thur.& Sat. Niles, Oct. 16, - 18
Located at the Park Terrace Motel on US 45-E.
South Fulton. Tenn. Reservations advised.

Korean Trio
To Tour

Lay Academy Planned.
Leaders Are Announced
FULTON, Ky. — The second
Lay Academy sponsored
by several area churches, will
begin Sunday, Oct. 19, and continue each Sunday evening
through Nov. 23.
The academy again will be
held at First United Methodist
Church, with the time to run
from 6 p.m. to 7:45 p.m.
Fulton's first Lay Academy
last year drew almost 200 to
each of its six sessions, and even
more are anticipated to attend
this year, with several additiona) churches sponsoring ,the

Veale, minister of First
Christumal
tian Church.
"20th Century Technology"
taught by the Rev. Bob Crwnp,
pastor of the Cayce Methodist
Circuit which includes three
churches.
"Biblical Interpretation," with
the teacher, the Rev. Tom
Wright, of the First Christian
Church in Mayfield.
"The Synoptic Gospels," 'by
the Rev. Bob Layne; vicar of
Trinity Episcopal Church.

event.
"Rootg of Racism," led by
Six classes will be offered to Frank Hammond, assistant diadults attending the school and
special sessions will be held for
Senior High and Junior High
youth. Nurseries will be available for all younger children.
The public is invited to attend
the academy and enroll in any
class desired. There is no enrollment fee, but an offering
will be taken to defray expenses
of the school.
Classes available to adults include the following:
"Our Ecumenical Journey,"
taught by the Rev. Ellis J.

rector of the Mississippi River
Economic Opportunities Cielerll.
"Understanding Yourself,"
taught by the. Rev. George
Comes Jr., minrster of First
United Methodist Church.
The senior highs will have a
course on "Christ's Revelation
in the Arts," taught by the Rev.
Bill Smalling of South Fulton
Methodist Church. Junior high
youth will study "Basle Christian Beliefs," the teacher Is be
announced.

RAY HUNTER'S

Literacy Can't
Go Fast Enough

2-oz. HAMBURGER
French Fried Taters 25c

25c

Granny Beans 30c

RAY'S GOT FAST TA'GO SERVICE TOO!
PHONE 479-9082

Eye Infection

Traced To Cats
SAN FRANCISCO — A fairly
severe eye Infection involving
the cornea has been added to
the list of infections that man
can contract from domestic
pets. The San Francisco physicians who discovered it say
the dame Is caused by organisms known as Bedsonia, which

tdsct the lungs, noses and oyes
of cats.
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Cushion Floor

$2.25 Sq. Yd.

Vinyl
Heavy Weight Linoleum

$1.10 Sq. Yd.
79c Sq. Yd.

501 Nylon
Kitchen Carpet

$4.99 Sq. Yd.
$4 95 to $8.50 Sq. Yd.

AM -FM

STEREO
$99.95
JUMBO UTILITY

CABINET
$29.95
5- Piece Dinette
$48.88
shoes offer you day-long comfort. Soft
leathers, crepe soles and steel shanks for extra support all add up to total toot
Comfort for busy people. That's you,isn't it?

Smooth Leather White Hush Puppies*

Bay's Family Shoe Store
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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